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ABSTRACT 

In the last two decades, with spread of the real time applications over public 

networks or communications the need for information security become more 

important but with very high speed for data processing, to keep up with the real 

time applications requirements, that is the reason for using FPGA as an 

implementation platform for the proposed cryptography engine. Hence in this thesis 

a new S-Box design has been demonstrated and implemented, there is a comparison 

for the simulation results for proposed S-Box simulation results with respect to 

different designs for S-Box in DES, Twofish and Rijndael algorithms and another 

comparison among proposed S-Box with different sizes. The proposed S-Box 

implemented with 32-bits Input data lines and compared with different designs in 

the encryption algorithms with the same input lines, the proposed S-Box gives 

implementation results for the maximum frequency 120MHz but the DES S-Box 

gives 34MHz and Rijndael gives 71MHz, on the other hand the proposed design 

gives the best implementation area, hence it gives 50 Configurable logic Block CLB 

but DES gives 88 CLB. The proposed S-Box implemented in different sizes 64-bits, 

128-bits, and 256-bits for input data lines. The implementation carried out by using 

UniDAq PCI card with FPGA Chip XCV800, synthesizing carried out for all 

designs by using Leonardo spectrum and simulation carried out by using modelsim 

simulator program form the FPGA advantage package. Finally the results evaluation 

and verifications carried out using the UniDAq FPGA PCI card with chip XCV800. 

Different cases study have been implemented, data encryption, images encryption, 

voice encryption, and video encryption. A prototype for Remote Monitoring 

Control System has been implemented. Finally the proposed design for S-Box has a 

significant achievement in maximum frequency, implementation area, and 

encryption strength. 
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CHAPTER                                            1
INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview  

The Concise Oxford Dictionary defines cryptography as the art of writing or solving 

codes. This definition may be historically accurate, but it does not capture the essence of 

modern cryptography. First, it focuses solely on the problem of secret communication. 

This is evidenced by the fact that the definition specifies “codes”, elsewhere defined as “a 

system of pre-arranged signals, especially used to ensure secrecy in transmitting 

messages”. Second, the definition refers to cryptography as an art form. Indeed, until the 

20th century (and arguably until late in that century), cryptography was an art. 

Constructing good codes, or breaking existing ones, relied on creativity and personal skill. 

There was very little theory that could be relied upon and there was not even a well-

defined notion of what constitutes a good code [1].

  

 In the late 20th century, this picture of cryptography radically changed. A rich 

theory emerged, enabling the rigorous study of cryptography as a science. Furthermore, 

the field of cryptography now encompasses much more than secret communication. For 

example, it deals with the problems of message authentication, digital signatures, 

protocols for exchanging secret keys, authentication protocols, electronic auctions and 

elections, digital cash and more [2]. In fact, modern cryptography could be concerned 
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with problems that may arise in any distributed computation that may come under internal 

or external attack. Without attempting to provide a perfect definition of modern 

cryptography, we would say that it is the scientific study of techniques for securing digital 

information, transactions, and distributed computations [3]. 

  

 Another very important difference between classical cryptography (say, before the 

1980s) and modern cryptography relates to who uses it. Historically, the major consumers 

of cryptography were military and intelligence organizations. Today, however, 

cryptography is everywhere. Security mechanisms that rely on cryptography are an 

integral part of almost any computer system. Users (often unknowingly) rely on 

cryptography every time they access a secured website. Cryptographic methods are used 

to enforce access control in multi-user operating systems, and to prevent thieves from 

extracting trade secrets from stolen laptops. Software protection methods employ 

encryption, authentication, and other tools to prevent copying. The list goes on and on [4]. 

  

 In short, cryptography has gone from an art form that dealt with secret 

communication for the military to a science that helps to secure systems for ordinary 

people all across the globe. This also means that cryptography is becoming a more and 

more central topic within computer science [5]. 

 As noted above, cryptography was historically concerned with secret 

communication. Specifically, cryptography was concerned with the construction of 

ciphers (now called encryption schemes) for providing secret communication between 

two parties sharing some information in advance. The setting in which the communicating 

parties share some secret information in advance is now known as the private-key (or the 

symmetric-key) setting. Before describing some historical ciphers, the private-key setting 

and encryption in more general terms will be discussed [6].  
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 In the private-key setting, two parties share some secret information called a key, 

and use this key when they wish to communicate secretly with each other. A party 

sending a message uses the key to encrypt (or “scramble”) the message before it is sent, 

and the receiver uses the same key to decrypt (or “Unscramble”) and recover the message 

upon receipt. The message itself is called the plaintext, and the “scrambled” information 

that is actually transmitted from the sender to the receiver is called the ciphertext as 

shown in the figure 1.1 [7]. 

Figure 1.1 Encryption process 

The shared key serves to distinguish the communicating parties from any other 

parties who may be eavesdropping on their communication (assumed to take place over a 

public channel). In this setting, the same key is used to convert the plaintext into a 

ciphertext and back. That explains why this setting is also known as the symmetric-key 

setting, where the symmetry lies in the fact that both parties hold the same key which is 

used for both encryption and decryption [8].  

 Public key encryption refers to a type of cipher architecture known as public key 

cryptography that utilizes two keys, or a key pair to encrypt and decrypt data. One of the 

two keys is a public key, which anyone can use to encrypt a message for the owner of that 

key. The encrypted message is sent and the recipient uses his or her private key to decrypt 

it. This is the basis of public key encryption [9].

 Public key encryption is considered very secure because it does not require a secret 

shared key between the sender and receiver. Other encryption technologies that use a 
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single shared key to both encrypt and decrypt data rely on both parties deciding on a key 

ahead of time without other parties finding out what that key is. However, the fact that it 

must be shared between both parties opens the door to third parties intercepting the key. 

This type of encryption technology is called symmetric encryption, while public key 

encryption is known as asymmetric encryption [10].  

 A "key" is simply a small bit of text code that triggers the associated algorithm to 

encode or decode text. In public key encryption, a key pair is generated using an 

encryption program and the pair is associated with a name or email address. The public 

key can then be made public by posting it to a key server, a computer that hosts a database 

of public keys. Alternately, the public key can be discriminately shared by emailing it to 

friends and associates. Those that possess your public key can use it to encrypt messages 

to you. Upon receiving the encrypted message, your private key will decrypt it [11]. 

1.2 Motivation   

The enormous advances in information technology have resulted in an amazing 

potential for changing the way of internet based communications. However, for 

exchanging confidential data and the cost-effectiveness through the Internet, are 

diminished by the security risks of public networks. The significantly increasing growth 

in the confidential data traffic over the Internet makes the security issue fundamental 

problem. Consequently, applications such as electronic banking, electronic commerce, 

confidential internet conference, military communication lines and Virtual Private 

Networks (VPNs) require an efficient and flexible way to address the security threats over 

public networks [12].  

 Cryptography is the fundamental component for securing the Internet traffic. 

However, cryptographic algorithms impose tremendous processing power demands that 

can be bottleneck in high-speed networks. The implementation of a cryptographic 

algorithm must achieve high processing rate to fully utilize the available network 

bandwidth. To follow the variety and the rapid changes in algorithms and standards, a 
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cryptographic implementation must also support different algorithms and be upgradeable 

in field. Otherwise, interoperability among different systems is prohibited and any 

upgrade results in excessive cost. The ultimate solution for the problem would be an 

adaptive programmable processor that can provide software-like flexibility with 

hardware-like performance. Throughout the proposed study will explore the capability of 

implementing cryptographic techniques on Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). 

 All encryption algorithms, whatever using private key or public key technique 

shared in one point, that the most important part in the encryption algorithm is the 

Substitution Box “S-Box”, which is the considered the corner stone in any encryption 

algorithm. S-Box has one function in any encryption algorithms, obscuring data by some 

operation” confusion and diffusion”, that is occurred by some operation of substitution. S-

Box substitution methodology in many encryption algorithms has the same way a fixed 

substitution table, in some modern encryption algorithm may be used some arithmetic 

operation before substitution to enhance the diffusion, but finally uses a fixed substitution 

which consider in modern cryptography a weak point. In the thesis different S-Box 

structures have been demonstrated, all of them has the same problem “the fixed 

substitution”. Many researcher work in this point, some of them make arithmetic 

operation with the key before or after the substitution as in Rijndael, some others use the 

substitution only in the S-Box structure as in DES, and some others make the substitution 

in multi-stages and XORed key in between as Twofish. The motivation in the proposed S-

Box structure, treats the problem of most S-Box structures, it presents a dynamic 

substitution, then the encryption process become without a trapdoor.   

1.3 Aim of the Work  

The main goal for this thesis is the design and implementation of a hardware 

dynamic Cryptography engine based on FPGA. Firstly, different structures for the S-Box 

will be discussed, defining the weak points in different structures, presents a proposed 

structures for dynamic S-Box. The second phase of the thesis is the implementation of the 
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different structures of S-Box and the proposed structure of S-Box. Finally compare the 

performance of the proposed structure of the S-Box with conventional structure of S-Box.  

1.4 Thesis Organization 

Thesis is divided into six chapters including this chapter, which is an introduction 

chapter. 

Chapter two presents a literature survey for cryptography fundamentals; information 

security definition, application, and information security threats, also this chapter presents 

a literature survey for encryption science fundamentals, and types, finally presents a 

demonstration for the most famous encryption algorithms DES, Twofish, and Rijndael.  

Chapter three presents the design criteria for S-Box also presents the different 

structures for S-Box design in the famous algorithms DES, Twofish, and Rijndeal; define 

the weak points in the previous structures, finally presents the proposed structure for S-

Box using the multi-path interconnection network in a novel connection. 

Chapter four presents the implementation platform field programmable gate array 

FPGA, in the first part presents the different structure and the different connections for 

FPGA. The second part of this chapter presents the implementation methodology using 

FPGA, and also presents the data flow steps in the implementation process, finally 

presents the software packages and tools which used in the implementation process.   

Chapter five presents the hardware implementation and experimental results 

verification; it presents the implementation of different structures for S-Box in DES, 

Twofish, and Rijndael algorithms, also presents the implementation for the proposed 

design for S-Box, and also presents the implementation of proposed design for S-Box in 

different sizes in input data lines (32bits, 64bits, 128-bits, and 256bits); presents the 

hardware implementation of UniDAq card and its interface with computer, finally 

presents different experimental cases study ; hence presents  data encryption, image 

encryption, voice encryption, and video encryption to verify the operation of the proposed 
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adaptive cryptography engine and presents the flip test which used to test the encryption 

complexity for the proposed S-Box design with respect to different S-Box Structures, also 

presents a Prototype for Remote Monitoring Control System RMCS project.  

The thesis ends with chapter six which gives the conclusion and indicates some 

directions for future work. 
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CHAPTER                                            2
BASIC PRINCIPLES AND FUNDAMENTAL  

ISSUES FOR CRYPTOGRAPHY AND 

ENCRYPTION ALGORITHMS 

2.1. Overview 

This chapter presents a literature survey for cryptography science and the 

famous encryption algorithms; hence the first part of this chapter presents the basic 

terminologies for cryptography science, information security threats, the applications 

for information security, and the different encryption techniques. The second part of 

this chapter presents some selected encryption algorithms from the famous algorithms 

to study the main idea for encryption algorithms. The selected algorithms are DES, 

Twofish, and Rijndael.  

2.2 Information Security  
The requirements of Information Security with in an organization have 

undergone two major changes in the last several decades, before the widespread use of 

data processing equipment, the security of information felt to be valuable to an 

organization, then the need for automated tools for protecting files and others 

information stored on the computer become more important; this is specially the case 

of a shared system, such as time sharing system , and the need is even more acute for 

system that can be accessed over a public telephone or data network. The generic name 
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for the collection tools designed to protect data and to thwart or face off hackers is 

Computer Security, the second major change that affect security is the introduction of 

distributed systems and the use of networks and communication facilities for carrying 

data between terminal user and computer and between computer and computer. 

Network Security needed to protect data during their transmission and guarantee that 

data transmissions are authentic [13]. 

The essential technology underlying virtually all automated network and 

computer security applications is Encryption. Two fundamental approaches are in use 

Conventional Encryption also known as symmetric encryption and Public-Key 

Encryption also known as asymmetric encryption. Today's with spread of the real time 

applications over public networks or communications the need for information security 

become more important but with very high speed for data processing, to keep up with 

the real time applications requirements [14]. 

2.2.1 Information security component 

Information Systems are decomposed in three main portions, hardware, software 

and communications with the purpose to identify and apply information security 

industry standards, as mechanisms of protection and prevention, at three levels or 

layers: physical, personal and organizational. Essentially, procedures or policies are 

implemented to tell people (administrators, users and operators) how to use products to 

ensure information security within the organizations. In 2002, Donn Parker proposed 

an alternative model for the classic CIA “Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability” 

triad that he called the six atomic elements of information. The elements are 

confidentiality, possession, integrity, authenticity, availability, and utility. The merits 

of the Parkerian hexad are a subject of debate amongst security professionals [15]. 

• Confidentiality: refers to limits on who can get what kind of information. 

• Possession or Control: a loss of control or possession of information but does 

not involve the breach of confidentiality. 
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• Integrity refers to the computer system assets can be modified only by 

authorized parities "writing, changing, deleting, and creation". 

• Authenticity refers to the veracity of the claim of origin or authorship of the 

information. 

• Availability means having timely access to information 

• Utility means usefulness, suppose someone encrypted data on disk to prevent 

unauthorized access or undetected modifications – and then lost the decryption 

key: that would be a breach of utility. 

2.2.2 Information security attacks or threats: 

The types of attacks on the information security are best characterized by 

viewing the function of the information provided in the computer systems. In 

general, there is a flow of information from source to destination this normal flow 

cleared in the figure 2.1a, and the remaining parts of the figure 2.1 show the 

different types for information security threats [16]. 

• Interruption: An asset of the system is destroyed or become unavailable, 

this type attack on Availability figure 2.1b 

• Interception: Unauthorized party gains access to an asset. And this type 

attack on Confidentiality figure 2.1c.  

• Modification: unauthorized party not only gains access to asset but 

although tampers with an asset, this type of attack on the Integrate figure 

2.1d.  

• Fabrication: unauthorized party inserts counterfeit objects into the 

system, this attack on the Authenticity figure 2.1e. 
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Figure 2.1 Information security attack types 

From the previous part the types of attacks can be classified for two types passive 

attack and active attack. 

The passive attack mean monitoring or watch the transmission line or information 

pass and release of message contents and in networks may be different , it makes traffic 

analysis and makes masking for  the contents of the message then destination  can't 

retrieve any information form the message, such as Interception. The Second major of 

threats types is the Active Attack, this type make modification on the data such as 

interruption, modification, and fabrication [17]. 
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- Uses of information security: 

 E-Commerce.

 E-Learning.

 International conferences "Video or Audio". 

 Military communication.

 Secure Information System agency.

 Distributed information System.

 Saving private networks.

 Secure information channels through Internet.

 Banking networks. 

 Mobile communication system.  

- Realizing security for information 

 From the previous parts, there are two branches for information security; 

computer security and network security. The methods for secure computer is locking  

the computer system against any Hacking from outside, but the challenger in the 

information security through networks  specially the public networks as internet, the 

perfect method for information security in the public communication is the 

Cryptography, is the only method which guarantee the  information communication 

without any threats, because any data hacking will be return with ambiguous or 

obscure data, hence become useless for any one except the man who own the key [18].  

2.3 Cryptography 

Cryptography is the science of writing in secret code and is an ancient art; the 

first documented use of cryptography in writing dates back to circa 1900 B.C. when an 

Egyptian scribe used non-standard hieroglyphs symbols in writing. Some experts argue 

that cryptography appeared spontaneously sometime after writing was invented, with 

applications ranging from diplomatic missives to war-time battle plans. It is no 
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surprise, then, that new forms of cryptography came soon after the widespread 

development of computer communications. In data and telecommunications, 

Cryptography is necessary when communicating over any untrusted medium, which 

includes just about any network, particularly the Internet [19]. 

Cryptography has become one of the main tools for privacy, trust, access 

control, electronic payments, corporate security, and countless other fields. Figure 2.2 

shows a simple flowchart describing the encryption process; hence the data pass 

through some processes with the key to produce the encrypted data [20]. 

Figure 2.2 Encryption process 

2.3.1 Cryptography basic terminology 

Suppose that someone wants to send a message to a receiver, and wants to be 

sure that no-one else can read the message. However, there is the possibility that 

someone else opens the letter or hears the electronic communication.  

            In cryptographic terminology, the message is called plaintext or cleartext. 

Encoding the contents of the message in such a way that hides its contents from 

outsiders is called encryption. The encrypted message is called the ciphertext. The 

process of retrieving the plaintext from the ciphertext is called decryption. Encryption 

and decryption usually make use of a key, and the coding method is such that 

decryption can be performed only by knowing the proper key [21].  

           Cryptography is the art or science of keeping messages secret. Cryptoanalysis

is the art of breaking ciphers, i.e. retrieving the plaintext without knowing the proper 
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key. People who do cryptography are cryptographers, and practitioners of 

cryptanalysis are cryptoanalysts. Cryptography deals with all aspects of secure 

messaging, authentication, digital signatures, electronic money, and other applications. 

Cryptology is the branch of mathematics that studies the mathematical foundations of 

cryptographic methods [22].  

2.3.2 Cryptographic concepts 

A method of encryption and decryption is called a cipher. Some cryptographic 

methods rely on the secrecy of the algorithms; such algorithms are only of historical 

interest and are not adequate for real-world needs. All modern algorithms use a key to 

control encryption and decryption; a message can be decrypted only if the key matches 

the encryption key.  

There are two classes of key-based encryption algorithms, symmetric (or 

secret-key) and asymmetric (or public-key) algorithms. The difference is that 

symmetric algorithms use the same key for encryption and decryption (or the 

decryption key is easily derived from the encryption key), whereas asymmetric 

algorithms use a different key for encryption and decryption, and the decryption key 

cannot be derived from the encryption key [23].  

Symmetric algorithms can be divided into stream ciphers and block ciphers. 

Stream ciphers can encrypt a single bit of plaintext at a time, whereas block ciphers 

take a number of bits (typically 64 bits in modern ciphers), and encrypt them as a 

single unit.  

Asymmetric ciphers (also called public-key algorithms or generally public-

key cryptography) permit the encryption key to be public (it can even be published in 

a newspaper), allowing anyone to encrypt with the key, whereas only the proper 

recipient (who knows the decryption key) can decrypt the message. The encryption key 
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is also called the public key and the decryption key is called the private key or secret 

key [24]. 

Modern cryptographic algorithms are no longer pencil-and-paper ciphers. 

Strong cryptographic algorithms are designed to be executed by computers or 

specialized hardware devices. In most applications, cryptography is done in computer 

software [25].  

Generally, symmetric algorithms are much faster to execute on a computer than 

asymmetric ones. In practice they are often used together, so that a public-key 

algorithm is used to encrypt a randomly generated encryption key, and the random key 

is used to encrypt the actual message using a symmetric algorithm. This is sometimes 

called hybrid encryption.  

Descriptions of many good cryptographic algorithms are widely and publicly 

available from any major bookstore, scientific library, patent office, or on the Internet. 

The most studied and probably the most widely spread symmetric cipher is DES; the 

upcoming AES might replace it as the most widely used encryption algorithm. Rijndael 

is probably the best known asymmetric encryption algorithm [26].  

2.3.3 Encryption theory  

 The concept behind encryption is quite simple; make the data illegible for 

everyone else except those specified. This is done using cryptography, the study of 

sending 'messages' in a secret form so that only those authorized to receive the 

'message'  and be able to read it [27]. 

The easy part of encryption is applying a mathematical function to the plaintext 

and converting it to an encrypted cipher. The harder part is to ensure that the people 

who are supposed to de-cipher this message can do so with ease, yet only those 

authorized are able to decipher it. of-course also have to establish the legitimacy of the 
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mathematical function used to make sure that it is sufficiently complex and 

mathematically sound to give us a high degree of safety [28].  

2.3.4 Strength of cryptographic algorithms 

Good cryptographic systems should always be designed so that, they are as 

difficult to break as possible. It is possible to build systems that cannot be broken in 

practice (though this cannot usually be proved). This does not significantly increase 

system implementation effort; however, some care and expertise is required. There is 

no excuse for a system designer to leave the system breakable. Any mechanisms that 

can be used to circumvent security must be made explicit, documented, and brought 

into the attention of the end users [29].  

In theory, any cryptographic method with a key can be broken by trying all 

possible keys in sequence. The required computing power increases exponentially with 

the length of the key. A 32-bits key takes 232 (about 109) steps. This is something 

anyone can do on his/her home computer. A system with 40-bits keys takes 240 steps,  

this kind of computation requires something like a week (depending on the efficiency 

of the algorithm) on a modern home computer. A system with 56-bits keys (such as 

DES “Data Encryption Standard”) takes a substantial effort (with a large number of 

home computers using distributed effort, it has been shown to take just a few months), 

but is easily breakable with special hardware. The cost of the special hardware is 

substantial but easily within reach of organized criminals, major companies, and 

governments. Keys with 64-bits are probably breakable now by major governments, 

and within reach of organized criminals, major companies, and lesser governments in 

few years. Keys with 80-bits appear good for a few years, and keys with 128-bits will 

probably remain unbreakable by hackers for the foreseeable future. Even larger keys 

are sometimes used [30].  

However, key length is not the only relevant issue. Many ciphers can be broken 

without trying all possible keys. In general, it is very difficult to design ciphers that 

could not be broken more effectively using other methods. Designing your own ciphers 
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may be fun, but it is not recommended for real applications unless you are a true expert 

and know exactly what you are doing [31].  

One should generally be very wary of unpublished or secret algorithms. Quite 

often the designer is then not sure of the security of the algorithm, or its security 

depends on the secrecy of the algorithm. Generally, no algorithm that depends on the 

secrecy of the algorithm is secure. Particularly in software, anyone can hire someone to 

disassemble and reverse-engineer the algorithm. Experience has shown that the vast 

majority of secret algorithms that have become public knowledge later have been 

pitifully weak in reality [32].  

The key lengths used in public-key cryptography are usually much longer than 

those used in symmetric ciphers. This is caused by the extra structure that is available 

to the cryptoanalysts. There the problem is not that of guessing the right key, but 

deriving the matching secret key from the public key. In the case of RSA (which stands 

for Rivest, Shamir and Adleman who first publicly described it), this could be done by 

factoring a large integer that has two large prime factors. In the case of some other 

cryptosystems it is equivalent to computing the discrete logarithm modulo a large 

integer (which is believed to be roughly comparable to factoring when the module is a 

large prime number). There are public key cryptosystems based on yet other problems 

[33]. To give some idea of the complexity for the RSA cryptosystem, a 256-bits 

modulus is easily factored at home, and 512-bits keys can be broken by university 

research groups within a few months. Keys with 768-bits are probably not secure in the 

long term. Keys with 1024-bits and more should be safe for now unless major 

cryptographical advances are made against RSA; keys of 2048-bits are considered by 

many to be secure for decades. It should be emphasized that the strength of a 

cryptographic system is usually equal to its weakest link. No aspect of the system 

design should be overlooked, from the choice algorithms to the key distribution and 

usage policies [34, 35]. 
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2. 4 Classical Encryption Algorithms
Classical algorithms which depends on stream Chiper and there is no any 

mathematic process depends on any key but they depends on the alphabetic 

substitution or symbols substitution the following part presents the famous classical 

algorithms for example.  

-Transpositions [36]      -Double Transpositions [36] 

2.4.1 Transpositions 

Transposition is not really a full-fledged method of cipher in its own, but it can 

form and usually is used in a stage of more complex cryptosystems (such as in 

applying key-based encryption). Transposition is simply moving the relative positions 

of letters within a message. The columnar transposition will be discussed in the next 

section, so called because the text is arranged into columns and the columns are 

transposed. When performing a columnar transposition, a keyword is first needed. The 

message is then written into rows beneath the keyword. The example message which, 

will be used "SECRET MESSAGES". 

e n c r y p t 

2 3 1 5 7 4 6 

S E C R E T M 

E S S A G E S 

Figure2.3 Transposition encryption process   

Adding some numbers beneath the keyword, the numbers refer to the relative 

positions of the keyword letters in the alphabet. Having formed the table by which, be 

able to read back the message in the order of the keyword letters. This message 

becomes CSETRME SESEASG. The spaces have been included for clarity, although in 

practice this will not happen. Transpositions are often used as part of a more complex 
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system. If a transposition is used in conjunction with a mono alphabetic substitution 

then the transposition as above may be solved, after having first worked out the 

plaintext letters of the substitution by looking at letter frequencies. As with many 

cryptographic systems the greater the amount of ciphertext that is available, the easier 

the cipher is to solve. Transposition adds some security, however as with all 

cryptography, sometimes the solution is easier than one might be inclined to believe 

[36].  

2.4.2 Double transpositions 

Double transposition ciphers are very similar to normal transposition ciphers but 

are more complex in their design and are harder to decipher. Observe the diagram 

below and note how they differ only slightly. There are also multiple methods for 

creating a double transposition cipher. One example is shown below: 

Start with a keyword such as "encrypt." A matrix grid is created below the 

keyword and the secret message is written in from left to right. An order of sequencing 

to the columns or rows, then assigned into the matrix grid. In the example below the 

cipher is made more difficult by ordering the columns out of order, that is, unlike 

transposition method illustrated above, it does not follow the alphabetic order. The 

letter "Z" is used to fill in blank spaces found inside of the matrix. Each column or row, 

in numbered order, is then written down in blocks of 3 to 5 letters; in all uppercase, to 

encipher the message.  

Figure 2.4 Plain message: 'Welcome to the exciting world of encryption. 
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Enciphered Message: "OENOPZ EOIRCN LTTLRZ WTCONO CHIDYZ MEGFTX 

EXWEIZ". Why is the enciphered message in all uppercase? If one is observant 

enough, it is apparent that a case sensitive text would at least give away the number of 

words that are contained in the message, not mentioning much more steps which 

become unnecessary as one tries to decipher it.  

2.5 Key-Based Encryption 

One very important feature of a good encryption scheme is the ability to specify 

a 'key' or 'password' of some kind. The encryption scheme which requires a unique 

'key' for encryption/decryption processes called a 'symmetric key' algorithm, but the 

encryption scheme which requires two different keys for encryption and decryption 

processes called 'asymmetric key' algorithm. The popular symmetric key algorithms 

are DES, Blowfish and Rijndael, and the popular asymmetric key algorithms are 

Twofish, and RSA 

2. 5.1 Symmetrical key  

Traditional encryption techniques rely on both the sender and the receiver of a 

message knowing a particular secret key. The sender encrypts the message with a 

particular cryptosystem using the secret key and the receiver decrypts the message with 

the same key. This method of encryption is called private key, or symmetric, 

encryption. It relies on no one else being able to find out what the private key is. There 

are two types of symmetric encryption algorithms: stream ciphers and block ciphers. 

Stream ciphers can encrypt a single bit of plaintext at a time whereas block ciphers 

encrypt multiple bits of data (normally 64-bits), called a block. Symmetric ciphers are 

generally faster than public key ciphers. Some symmetric ciphers, such as DES, can be 

implemented in hardware. This makes them very fast [37].  
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Figure 2.5 Symmetric key encryption. 

- Symmetric key encryption scheme has five major components: 

Plaintext: this is the text message to which an algorithm is applied.  

Encryption Algorithm: it performs mathematical operations to conduct substitutions 

and transformations to the plaintext.  

Secret Key: This is the input for the algorithm as the key dictates the encrypted 

outcome.  

Ciphertext: This is the encrypted or scrambled message produced by applying the 

algorithm to the plaintext message using the secret key.  

Decryption Algorithm: This is the encryption algorithm in reverse. It uses the 

ciphertext, and the secret key to derive the plaintext message.  

Figure 2.5 show the flowchart for symmetric key encryption algorithm process 

hence the key must pass through a secure channel because it used in the both processes 

encryption and decryption. 

 When using this form of encryption, it is essential that the sender and receiver 

have a way to exchange secret keys in a secure manner. If someone knows the secret 

key, the algorithm will be hacked and the communications will be insecure. There is 

also the need for a strong encryption algorithm. [38].  

 There are two methods of attacking conventional encryption, Brute force [39] 

and Cryptoanalysis. Brute force, is just as it sounds; using a method (computer) to find 

all possible combinations for key patterns, and eventually determine the plaintext 

message. Cryptoanalysis is a form of attack that attacks the characteristics of the 

algorithm to deduce a specific plaintext or the key used. One would then be able to 
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figure out the plaintext for all past and future messages that continue to use this 

compromised setup [40].  

- The disadvantages of Private Key encryption technique: 

1. For use in anything other than private encryption of files, one could not 

determine the authenticity of the originator of the data. This lack of protection 

does not allow this method to verify electronic orders and financial transactions.  

2. The private key used now has to be transmitted in a very secure channel. 

Spontaneous secure transmission may not be feasible.  

3. When used across a network of users, there may have to be a large number of 

keys to facilitate one-to-one communication between each user. 

2.5.2 Asymmetrical key 

In 1976 saw the introduction of a radical new idea into the field of 

cryptography. This idea centered on the premise of making the encryption and 

decryption keys different, where the knowledge of one key would not allow a person to 

find out the other [41].  

Public key encryption algorithms are based on the premise that each sender and 

recipient has a private key, known only to him/her and a public key, which can be 

known by anyone. Each encryption/decryption process requires at least one public key 

and one private key. A key is a randomly generated set of numbers/ characters that is 

used to encrypt/decrypt information [42].  
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Figure 2.6 Asymmetric key encryption.

- A public key encryption scheme has six major components: 

Plaintext: this is the text message to which an algorithm is applied.  

Encryption Algorithm: it performs mathematical operations to conduct substitutions 

and transformations to the plaintext.  

Public and Private Keys: these are a pair of keys where one is used for encryption and 

the other for decryption.  

Ciphertext: this is the encrypted or scrambled message produced by applying the 

algorithm to the plaintext message using key.  

Decryption Algorithm: This algorithm generates the ciphertext and the matching key 

to produce the plaintext.  

Figure 2.6 shows the flowchart and data flow for public encryption algorithm and 

explain that, there are two key for encryption and decryption processes. 

- The encryption process 

• The process of encryption begins by converting the text to a pre hash code. This code 

is generated using a mathematical formula. 

• This pre hash code is encrypted by the software using the sender's private key. The 

private key would be generated using the algorithm used by the software.  

• The encrypted pre hash code and the message are encrypted again using the sender's 

private key.  

• The next step is for the sender of the message to retrieve the public key of the person 

this information is intended for.  
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• The recipient's only has the public key and the private key, so only the recipient can 

decrypt the message [43]. 

- The decryption process 

• The recipient uses his/her private key to decrypt the secret key.  

• The recipient uses their private key along with the secret key to decipher the 

encrypted pre hash code and the encrypted message. 

• The recipient then retrieves the sender's public key. This public key is used to decrypt 

the pre hash code and to verify the sender's identity.  

• The recipient generates a post hash code from the message. If the post hash code 

equals the pre hash code, then this verifies that the message has not been changed in 

route [44].  

2.6 Encryption Algorithms 

In this section the DES, Twofish, and Rijndael algorithms will be introduced 

2.6.1 DES encryption algorithm 

The DES (Data Encryption Standard) algorithm is the most widely used 

encryption algorithm in the world. For many years, and among many people, "secret 

code making", DES will live on in government and banking for years to come through 

a life- extending version called "triple-DES" [45].

DES encrypts and decrypts data in 64-bits blocks, using a 64-bits key (although 

the effective key strength is only 56-bits, as explained below). It takes a 64-bits block 

of plaintext as input and outputs a 64-bits block of cipher text. Since it always operates 

on blocks of equal size and it uses both permutations and substitutions in the algorithm, 

DES is both a block cipher and a product cipher. DES has 16 rounds, meaning the main 

algorithm is repeated 16 times to produce the cipher text. It has been found that the 
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number of rounds is exponentially proportional to the amount of time required to find a 

key using a brute-force attack. So as the number of rounds increases, the security of the 

algorithm increases exponentially [46].  

2.6.1.1 Key scheduling  

Although the input key for DES is 64-bits long, the actual key used by DES is 

only 56-bits in length. The least significant (right-most) bit in each byte is a parity bit, 

and should be set so that there are always an odd number of 1s in every byte. These 

parity bits are ignored, so only the seven most significant bits of each byte are used, 

resulting in a key length of 56-bits [47].  

The next step is to use this key to generate 16 48-bits sub-keys, called K[1] - 

K[16], which are used in the 16 rounds of DES for encryption and decryption. The 

procedure for generating the sub-keys known as key scheduling is fairly simple as 

following:  

1. Set the round number R to 1.  

2. Split the current 56-bits key, K, up into two 28-bits blocks, L (the left-hand half) and 

R (the right-hand half).  

3. Rotate L left by the number of bits specified in the table below, and rotate R left by 

the same number of bits as well.  

4. Join L and R together to get the new K.  

5. Apply Permuted Choice 2 (PC-2) to K to get the final K[R], where R is the round 

number.  

6. Increment R by 1 and repeat the procedure until having all 16 sub-keys K[1]-K[16].  
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2.6.1.2 DES core function  

L i-1  (3 2  b it ) C i-1  (3 2  b it )R i-1  (3 2  b it ) D i-1  (3 2  b it )

In it ia l P e rm u ta t io n  (6 4  b it ) P r im a ry  K e y  p e r m u ta t io n  (6 4  b it )

E x p a n s io n
fo r  4 8  b it P C 1  K e y  p e r m u ta t io n  (5 6  b it )

P C 2  K e y  p e r m u ta t io n  (4 8  b it )

S -B o x

X O R  1

4 8  b it

4 8  b it

3 2  b it

4 8  b it

X O R  2

R i (3 2  b it )L i (3 2  b it )

3 2  b it

3 2  b it

3 2  b it

3 2  b it

C i (3 2  b it ) D i (3 2  b it )

R 1 6  (3 2  b it )L 1 6  (3 2  b it ) C 1 6  (3 2  b it ) D 1 6  (3 2  b it )

R e p e a t  th e  p ro c e s s  1 6  t im e s

D E S  A lg o r ith m

Figure 2.7 DES Algorithm Flowchart 

Once the key scheduling and plaintext preparation have been completed, the 

actual encryption or decryption is performed by the main DES algorithm. The 64-bits 

block of input data is first split into two halves, L and R. L is the left-most 32-bits, and 

R is the right-most 32-bits. The following process is repeated 16 times, making up the 

16 rounds of standard DES.  

Di-128 bitsCi-128 bits
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1. R[I-1] - where I is the round number, starting at 1 - is taken and fed into the E-Bit 

Selection Table, which is like a permutation, except that some of the bits are used 

more than once. This expands the number R[I-1] from 32 to 48 bits to prepare for 

the next step.  

2. The 48-bits R[I-1] is XORed with K[I] and stored in a temporary buffer so that R[I-

1] is not modified.  

3. The result from the previous step is now split into eight segments of 6-bits each.  

     The left-most 6-bits are B[1], and the right-most 6-bits are B[8]. These blocks form 

the index into the S-Boxes, which are used in the next step. The Substitution boxes, 

known as S-Boxes, are a set of 8 two-dimensional arrays, each with 4 rows and 16 

columns. The numbers in the boxes are always 4 bits in length, so their values range 

from 0-15. The S-Boxes are numbered S[1]-S[8].  

4. Starting with B[1], the first and last bits of the 6-bits block are taken and used as      

an index into the row number of S[1], which can range from 0 to 3, and the middle 

four bits are used as an index into the column number, which can range from 0 to 

15. The number from this position in the S-Box is retrieved and stored away. This is 

repeated with B [2] and S[2], B[3] and S[3], and the others up to B[8] and S[8], for 

example the table 2.1 shows the substitution table for S5 as one from substitution 

boxes [48].  

Table 2.1 6×4-bits S-Box from DES (S5) 

At this point, now there are eight 4-bits numbers, which when strung together 

one after the other in the order of retrieval, give a 32-bit result.  

5. The result from the previous stage is now passed into the P Permutation.  
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6. This number is now XORed with L[I-1], and moved into R[I]. R[I-1] is moved into 

L[I].  

7. At this point there are new L[I] and R[I]. Here, after that increment I and repeat the 

core function until I = 17, which means that 16 rounds have been executed and keys 

K[1]-K[16] have all been used.  

When L[16] and R[16] have been obtained, they are joined back together in the 

same fashion they were split apart (L[16] is the left-hand half, R[16] is the right-hand 

half), and the resultant 64-bit number is called the pre-output. The final step is to apply 

the final permutation to the pre-output. The result is the completely encrypted 

ciphertext [49].  

2.6.2 Triple DES encryption 

Triple DES is simply another mode of DES operation. It takes three 64-bits 

keys, for an overall key length of 192-bits. In Stealth, you simply type in the entire 

192-bits key rather than entering each of the three keys individually as shown in the 

figure 2.8.                           

Figure 2.8 Triple DES algorithms 
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 In Triple DES algorithm there are two methods for encryption, one of them 

using the DES for three times as a separated processes with three different keys. The 

second method, the data is encrypted with the first key, decrypted with the second key, 

and finally encrypted again with the third key [50,51]. 

2.6.3 Twofish encryption algorithm 

Twofish is a 128-bits block cipher. It can work with variable key lengths: 128, 

192, or 256-bits. Twofish consists of 16 rounds built similarly to the Feistel network 

structure [52]. Figure 2.9 shows an overview the cipher structure. The only exceptions 

from the pure Feistel network are two fixed rotations by one bit, performed together 

with the XOR operations on outputs of the F-function [53]. 

Figure 2.9 Twofish encryption algorithm block diagram 
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Additionally, input and output data are XOR-ed with eight sub-keys K0…K7. 

These XOR operations are called input and output whitening. The F-function consists 

of five kinds of component operations: fixed left rotation by 8 bits, key dependent S-

boxes, Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) matrices, Pseudo-Hadamard Transform 

(PHT), and two sub-key additions modulo 232.  There are four kinds of key dependent 

S-Boxes. Four different S-Boxes together with the MDS matrix form an h-function. 

This h-function appears two times in the cipher structure, which causes significant 

redundancy. Key dependent S-Boxes are something new in a cipher design. In majority 

of known ciphers, S-Boxes are used as a non-linear fixed substitution operation. In 

Twofish, each S-Box consists of three 8-by-8-bits fixed permutations chosen from a set 

of two possible permutations, q0 and q1. The structure of all S-Boxes is shown in 

Figure 2.10 Between these three permutations, XOR operations are performed with 

sub-keys S0, S1. These sub-keys are computed only once for a particular global key, 

and stay fixed during the entire encryption and decryption process [54]. 

Figure 2.10 Twofish S-Box block diagram 

Although each q-permutation represents a fixed function, it is also described by 

a regular structure shown in Figure 2.11 Main components of the q-permutations are 4-

by-4-bits fixed S-Boxes t0...t3. Both permutations q0 and q1 have the same internal 

structure, and differ only in the contents of the S-Boxes t0...t3. 
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Figure 2.11 Twofish Q-Permutation 

Another function used in Twofish is a 4-by-4-bytes MDS matrix. The 

transformation performed by this matrix is described by the formula: 

     2.1

Where: y3...y0 are consecutive bytes of the input 32-bit word (y3 is the most 

significant byte), and z3...z0 form the output word. This matrix multiplies a 32-bit 

input value by 8-bit constants, with all multiplications performed (byte by byte) in the 

Galois field GF (28) [55].  

The nice feature of the Twofish algorithm is that, after little modifications, the 

encryption and decryption processes performed using exactly the same structure. It is 

very valuable for hardware implementations. Decryption requires applying sub-keys in 

the reverse order and making a little modification to the main cipher structure as shown 

in Figure 2.12 [56]. 
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Figure 2.12 PHT transformation for ENC/DEC process

Key schedule seems to be another strong side of the Twofish algorithm. There 

are two different sets of sub-keys: S and K. Two sub-keys S0 and S1 are fixed during 

the entire encryption and decryption process. Both of them are obtained as a result of 

multiplying an appropriate part of a global key (128-bits wide, called M) by RS matrix. 

This matrix also performs multiplication in the Galois field GF (28), but the primitive 

polynomial is different then for this MDS matrix: x8 + x6 + x3 + x2 + 1. The algorithm 

used to compute S keys is given by:

       2.2
Where: 

- Index i is from the range 0...1, and indicates the appropriate key S0 or S1, 

- si,3...si,0 are 8-bits parts of the 32-bits key Si (si,3 is the most significant  

   byte), 

- m8i+7...m8i are 8-bits parts of the 128-bits user supplied key M. 

Remaining set of sub-keys K is computed in a structure very similar to that used 

for encryption. The only difference is that there is no key additions after the PHT 

transform, and that the fixed left rotation by 8-bits is performed after instead of before 

the second h-function. This feature enables computing sub-keys K using the same piece 
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of hardware as the one used for encryption. The global key M is used to parameterize 

all key dependent S-Boxes. All sub-keys K are independent of each other, and are 

computed on the basis of their index value. It means, that they can be computed on the 

fly in both directions: for encryption and decryption. 

Figure 2.13 Generation S-Boxes 

Keys M3…M0, shown in Figure 2.13, are derived directly from the main 128-

bits key. They are just 32-bits parts of the main key, where M3 corresponds to the most 

significant 32 bits, and M0 to the least significant bits of M. These sub-keys are used to 

customize S-Boxes, and stay fixed for all rounds. The variable i is from range 0…19, 

and is used to generate a set of corresponding sub-keys K0…K39 [57, 58]. 

2.6.4 Rijndael algorithms  

   Rijndael (pronounced rain-dahl) is the algorithm that has been selected by the 

U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) as the candidate for the 

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [59]. It was selected from a list of five finalists 

that were themselves selected from an original list of more than 15 submissions. The 

algorithm was designed by two Belgian cryptologists, Vincent Rijmen and Joan 

Daemen, whose surnames are reflected in the cipher's name. Rijndael has its origins in 

Square, an earlier collaboration between the two cryptologists [60]. 
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2.6.4.1 Rijndael inputs and outputs 

      The input, the output and the cipher key for Rijndael are each bit sequences 

containing 128, 192 or 256 bits with the constraint that the input and output sequences 

have the same length. In general the length of the input and output sequences can be 

any of the three allowed values 128, 192 or 256 bits. But for the Advanced Encryption 

Standard (AES) the only length allowed is 128. However, both Rijndael and AES allow 

cipher keys of all three lengths [61, 62]. 

2.6.4.2 The Rijndael state 

Internally Rijndael operations are performed on a two dimensional array of 

bytes called the state that consists of 4 rows of bytes, each of which contains Nb bytes, 

where Nb is the input sequence length divided by 32. In the state array, denoted by the 

symbol s, each individual byte has two indexes: its row number r, in the range 0 ≤ r < 

4, and its column number c, in the range 0 ≤ c < Nb, hence allowing it to be referred to 

either as sr,c or as s[r, c]. For AES the range for c is 0 ≤ c < 4 since Nb has a fixed value 

of 4.  At the start (end) of an encryption or decryption operation the bytes of the cipher 

input (output) are copied to (from) this state array in the order shown in Figure 2.14 

[63] 

Figure 2.14 Input to the cipher state array and output from it 

Hence at the start of encryption or decryption the input array in is copied to the state 

array 

According to the scheme: 

  2.3 
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And when the cipher is complete the state is copied to the output array out according 

to: 

   2.4

2.6.4.3 Arrays of 32-bits words 

 The four bytes in each column of the state array can be considered either as an 

array of four bytes indexed by the row number r or as a single 32-bits word. The state 

can be considered as a one-dimensional array of words for which the column number c 

provides the array index. The key schedule for Rijndael (denoted by w) is an array of 

32- bit words that is initialized from the cipher key in the order set by r so that byte 

4n+r of the cipher key is copied into byte r of key schedule word w[n]. The cipher 

iterates through a number of cycles rounds each of which uses Nk words from this key 

schedule. The latter can hence be considered as an array of round keys, each containing 

Nk words [64].  

2.6.4.4 The cipher 

At the start of the cipher, the cipher input is copied into the internal state using 

the conventions described in Section 2.6.4.4. An initial round key is then added and the 

state is then transformed by iterating a round function in a number of cycles. On 

completion the final state is copied into the cipher output using the same conventions. 

The round function is parameterized using a key schedule that consists of a one-

dimensional array of 32-bits words for which the lowest 4, 6 or 8 words are initialized 

with the cipher key. In general the length of the cipher input, the cipher output and the 

cipher state, measured in multiples of 32-bits (Nb), is 4, 6 or 8 but the AES standard 

only allows a length of 4. The length of the cipher key, again measured in multiples of 

32-bits (Nk), is also 4, 6 or 8, all of which are allowed by both Rijndael and the AES 

standard. [65]. Figure 2.15 shows the block diagram for Rijndael algorithm. 
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Figure 2.15 Rijndael algorithm 

The number of rounds for the cipher (Nr) varies with the block length and the key 

length as shown in the following table 2.2 [66]. 

Table 2.2 the number of rounds as a function of block and key size 
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2.6.4.5 Rijndael S-Box structure  

The Sub-Bytes transformation is a non-linear byte substitution that acts on every 

byte of the state in isolation to produce a new byte value using an S-Box substitution 

table [67]. The action of this transformation is illustrated in Figure 2.16 for a block size 

of 6. 

Figure 2.16 Sub Bytes acts on every byte in the state in isolation 

This substitution, which is invertible, is constructed by composing two 

transformations: 

1. First the multiplicative inverse in the finite field described earlier, with the {00} 

element mapped to itself. 

2. Second the affine transformation over GF (28) defined by: 

   2.5

For 0 ≤ i < 8 where bi is ith-bit of the byte and Ci is ith-bit of a byte c. In matrix form the 

affine transformation element of this S-Box can be expressed as: 

  

      2.6
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The complete transformation and substitution is given in table 2.3. 

Table 2.3 the Substitution Table for S-Box [XY] (in hexadecimal) 

2.6.4.6 The shift rows transformation 

The Shift Rows transformation operates individually on each of the last three 

rows of the State by cyclically shifting the bytes in the row such that: 

  2.7

Where the shift amount h[r, Nb] depends on row number (r) and block length as 

follows table 2.4: 

Table 2.4 Shift offsets for different rows and block lengths 

This has the effect of moving bytes to lower positions in the row except that the lowest 

Bytes wrap around into the top of the row (note that a prime on a variable indicates an 
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updated value). The action of this transformation is illustrated in Figure 2.17 [68] for a 

cipher block size of 6. 

Figure 2.17 Shift Rows acts independently on rows in the state 

2.6.4.7 The mix columns transformation 

The Mix-Columns transformation acts independently on every column of the 

state and Treats each column as a four-term polynomial as illustrated in equation 2.8.  

    2.8

The action of this transformation is illustrated in Figure 2.18. for a cipher block size of 

6.

2.9

Figure 2.18 Mix-Columns acts independently on each column in the state 

2.6.4.8 The XOR round key transformation 

In the XOR Round Key transformation Nb words from the key schedule 

(described later) are 
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each added (XOR’d) into the columns of the state so that: 

  2.10

Figure 2.19 Words from the key schedule are XOR into columns in the state 

The action of this transformation is illustrated in Figure 2.19 for a cipher block 

size of 6 (where l = round * Nb). The byte address with in each word of the key 

schedule.

2.6.4.9 The key Schedule 

The round keys are derived from the cipher key by means of a key schedule 

with each round requiring Nb words of key data with an extra initial set making Nb(Nr 

+ 1) words in total. The key schedule consists of a linear array of 4-bytes words 

denoted by either wi or w[i] with ith in the range 0 ≤ i < Nb(Nr + 1) [68,69,70]. 

Substitution has been individually applied to each of the four bytes of its input 

x. The function RotWord(x) takes a word [b0 , b1 , b2 , b3] as input and returns the 

word [b1 , b2 , b3 , b0]. The word array Rcon[i] contains the values given by [xi-1, 0, 

0, 0] with xi-1 being powers of x in the field GF(256)  (note that i starts at 1, not 0) 

Note that this key schedule, which is  illustrated in Fig for Nk = 4 and Nb = 6, can be 

generated ‘on-the fly’ if necessary using a buffer of max(Nb, Nk) words. It can also be 

split into separate, somewhat simpler, key schedules for Nk < 8 and Nk = 8 

respectively [71, 72].  
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Figure 2.20 the key schedule and round key selection for Nk = 4 and Nb = 6 

2.7 Conclusion 
DES, Twofish, and Rijndael are the most famous algorithms in the encryption 

world. Form studying for the later algorithms, found that, S-Box is the most important 

module in all encryption algorithms, whatever the encryption algorithm uses symmetric 

key or asymmetric key, and the responsibility of the S-Box in any encryption algorithm 

is to achieve the confusion and the diffusion, which consider the main processes in the 

encryption Process. 
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CHAPTER                                            3
DIFFERENT S-BOX ARCHITECTURES 

3.1 Overview 
This chapter presents a survey for different S-Box structures for the 

encryption algorithms DES, Twofish, and Rijndael, and the proposed design for 

dynamic S-Box Structure. From the Literature Survey for the most encryption 

algorithms found that, S-Box is the most important module in any encryption 

algorithm. Hence it used to obscure the plaintext. A new S-Box structure has been 

demonstrated, and also the proposed S-Box design compared with different designs 

for S-Box in the famous encryption algorithms. 

3.2 S-Box Design Criteria 
In cryptography, S-Box (Substitution-Box) is a basic component of 

symmetric key algorithms which performs substitution. In block ciphers, they are 

typically used to obscure the relationship between the key and the ciphertext. In 

many cases, the S-Boxes are carefully chosen to resist cryptanalysis [73]. 

In general, an S-Box takes some number of input bits, m, and transforms 

them into some number of output bits, n: an m×n S-Box can be implemented as a 

lookup table with 2m words of n bits each. Fixed tables are normally used, as in the 

Data Encryption Standard (DES), but in some ciphers the tables are generated using 

the key; e.g. the Blowfish and the Twofish encryption algorithms. Given a 6-bits 

input, the 4-bits output is found by selecting the row using the outer two bits (the 

first and last bits), and the column using the inner four bits. For example, an input 
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"011011" has outer bits "01" and inner bits "1101"; the corresponding output would 

be "1001" as shown in table 3.1 [74, 75]. 

Table 3.1 DES S-BOX S5 Substitution table 

The eight S-Boxes of DES were the subject of intense study for many years 

out of a concern that a backdoor, a vulnerability known only to its designers might 

have been planted in the cipher. The S-Box design criteria were eventually 

published by Don Coppersmith, in 1994. After the public rediscovery of differential 

Cryptoanalysis showing that, they had been carefully tuned to increase resistance 

against this specific attack. Other research had already indicated that even small 

modifications to S-Box could significantly weaken DES [76].  

- Different S-Box structures

In this Section, the different structures of S-Box for encryption algorithms 

DES, Twofish, and Rijndael will be illustrated. 

3.3 S-Box Structure for DES  
The structure of S-Box for DES algorithm is the simplest one. Hence it needs 

some preparation process for data pre-processing and using fixed tables for 

substitution. Figure 3.1 shows the structure of DES‘s S-Box  
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Figure 3.1 DES S-Box structure 

DES algorithm works in 64-bits input pattern divided into two parts each one 

32-bits and work with one part and save the other part for last XOR process and for 

using it in decrypt process. The right part pass through several process XOR with 

key, expansion form 32-bits to 48-bits before pass through S-Box module, S-Box 

module contains eight different modules each one using a fixed substitution table. 

Figure 3.1 shows the operation of DES S-Box, hence first step expansion 32-

bits to 48-bits, divided 48-bits pattern into eight parts, each one with 6-bits width, 

and each 6-bits pass through substitution table which reducing them to 4-bits by 

using them as indexes for substitution, hence the most significant two bits taken as a 

index for rows and least significant four bits as index for columns and take the 

substituted value for using it  in the next step. The same Steps used for eight parts of 

48-bits pattern to reduce them to 32-bits, then the operations in DES S-Box can be 

concluded into pseudo code as the following [77] 
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Begin  

{ 

Expansion 32 bits I/P pattern into 48 bits; 

Divided 48 bits into 8 part with 6 bits width; 

For I = 1 to 8 do 

{  

S-B(I) = substitution of I/P(I-byte form 48 bits) into table(I); 

 I= I +1 ; 

 } 

Accumulate 8 parts of S-B to obtain 32 bits pattern; 

}   

- Disadvantages of DES S-Box structure 

1- using fixed substitution 

2- Keyless dependent  

3.4 Twofish S-Box Structures  

Twofish S-Box structure more complex than the S-Box structure of DES 

algorithm, hence in the first, it uses the key pattern in its operation and MDS matrix 

from H-function and there are four kinds of S-Boxes. Four different S-Boxes 

together with the MDS matrix form an h-function. This h-function appears two 

times in the cipher structure, which causes significant redundancy.  S-Boxes are 

used as a non-linear fixed substitution operation [78]. 

 In Twofish, each S-Box consists of three 8-by-8-bits fixed permutations 

chosen from a set of two possible permutations, q0 and q1. The structure of all S-

Boxes is shown in Figure 4.2. Between these three permutations, XOR operations 

are performed with subkeys S0, S1 (refer to the key schedule description, at the end 

of this section). These subkeys are computed only once for a particular global key, 

and stay fixed during the entire encryption and decryption process. 
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Figure 3.2 Twofish S-Box block diagram 

Although each q-permutation represents a fixed function, it is also described by 

a regular structure shown in Figure 3.3.  Main components of the q-permutations 

are 4-by-4-bits fixed S-Boxes t0...t3. Both permutations q0 and q1 have the same 

internal structure, and differ only in the contents of the S-Boxes t0...t3. 

Figure 3.3 Q function block diagram and t permutation tables 

         Twofish S-Box has 32-bits input pattern and two key patterns each one 32-bits 

it has three stages with three blocks and logic operation with key pattern in between. 

[79]. 

3.5 Rijndael S-Box Structure  
        Rijndael S-Box is a complex form for S-Box, hence it is more secure than the 

previous version which it is considered a nonlinear S-Box uses a matrix form for 

preparing the input bits stream before substitution, then it shares the previous types 
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of S-Box in the same step, the fixed substitution in the Rijndael may be more 

complex but finally it is a fixed substitution [80, 81]. 

 The Sub-Bytes transformation is a non-linear byte substitution that acts on 

every byte of the state in isolation to produce a new byte value using an S-Box 

substitution table. The action of this transformation is illustrated in Figure 3.4 for a 

block size of 6. 

Figure 3.4 Sub Bytes acts on every byte in the state in isolation 

This substitution, which is invertible, is constructed by composing two 

transformations: 

1. First the multiplicative inverse in the finite field described earlier, with the {00} 

element mapped to itself. 

2. Second the affine transformation over GF(2) defined by: 

    3.1

For 0 ≤ i < 8 where bi is bit i of the byte and ci is bit i of a byte c with the value 

{63} 

Or {01100011}. Here and elsewhere a prime on a variable on the left of an equation 

Indicates that its value is to be updated with the value on the right.  

In matrix form the affine transformation element of this S-Box can be expressed as: 
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   3.2

The complete transformation is given in the following table 3.2 

Table 3.2 the Substitution table – S-Box [xy] (in hexadecimal) 

- The pseudo code for this transformation is as follows. 

SubBytes(byte state[4,Nb]) 
begin 

for r = 0 step 1 to 3 
for c = 0 step 1 to Nb - 1 
state[r,c] = Sbox[state[r,c]] 
end for 

end for 
end
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3.6 Proposed S-Box Design 
Studying different encryption algorithms give one result, the corner stone for 

any encryption process is the S-Box, which consider the engine for any encryption 

algorithm. Any encryption process pass through pre-preparation and post-

preparation for plain text before processing with S-Box. Studying for the structure 

of many S-Box designs explain that, they share in the same idea all of them make 

the same processes but may different in the order. The processes can be conclude in 

“ xor, shift row, subtract, and substitution”, whatever the  encryption algorithm uses 

key or not. 

The main process in the S-Box operation the substitution process, hence it 

considers a hidden process. If looking deeply in this step found that, the substitution 

process considered the weak point in the operation of the encryption process and 

considers a starting point for Cryptoanalysis or hacking the algorithm, because it is 

a fixed or static substitution. Fixed substitution has two weak points the first it 

considered a weak point for encryption algorithm and on the other hand in the 

implementation it cause increasing in the implementation area and decrease the 

maximum frequency of the operation, hence it implemented in a ROM.  This is the 

start point for finding a solution for this problem, to treat the leakage in the 

performance of any encryption process, to increase the max CLK, and decrease the 

implementation area. 

The proposed design ideas depending on using the Multi-pass 

Interconnection Network MIN with a new structure or new interconnection, hence 

the famous interconnection for MIN are omega, flip, paseline, and banyan. The 

following section will present the structure for proposed S-Box in details. 
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Figure 3.8 PE network with new connection 

Figure 3.8 shows the structure of proposed MIN interconnection, there is a 

symmetric in two sides, which makes the design more reliable for encryption and 

decryption processes in the same time. Processing Element PE is the smallest 

module in the MIN network. 

MIN network has 8-bits input for data lines and has 12-bits for key lines 

because each PE has 2-bits data and 1-bit for key line. The MIN consists of 12 PEs 

interconnected in one network and cascaded in three stages each one has four PEs 

then, the input data pass through three randomize stages in its trip from the first 

stage to the output of MIN. 

Form the mathematic analysis for Proposed MIN found that, it satisfies the 

arithmetic processes which carried out in the previous S-Box structures from XOR 

and shifting in each PE and randomize process between PE and the adaptation or 

dynamicity from linking the change for data in the PE with key bits case.  

The design of PE becomes form the ideas in the different structures of S-Box 

in different encryption algorithms. S-Box operation in different algorithms has the 

following operations (XOR, Row shift, substitution). The structure of PE includes 

the same processes but in dynamic operation not fixed operation, hence the 

multiplexing process in the final part of PE depends on the state of the key bit. The 

structure of PE shown in the figure 3.9 
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Figure 3.9 processing element structure 

Figure 3.9 shows the structure of PE, it has two parts one for encryption 

process and the other for decryption process. It has two input lines for data and its 

structure divided in two stages the first stage using XOR process for inputs. The 

output for first stage pass to second stage which is a 2-way switch with one bit 

selector line, and the case of the selector line 0 or 1  decided the 2 inputs of the 

switch will pass directly or crossing. The select line will connect to one bit from key 

pattern. The decision for the switch operation will be closer for the key bits case. 

 This is the main point in the proposed structure, hence develop the static 

substitution with a dynamic substitution because the processing for the input pattern 

will depend on the key pattern and preprocessing in the first stage in the XOR stage, 

then the substitution will be different in each round function, this the opposite for 

the idea of the previous S-Box structure which using the static substitution, then the 

substitution value is the same if the input value repeated. 

The second part from figure 3.9 of the processing element is the decrypt PE 

structure, hence the 2-way switch stage will be in the first stage and XOR stage will 
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be the second stage, then it reverses the operation of the PE to be able to decrypt 

data. 

The interconnection of MIN network coming after studying the structure for 

different interconnections in the different multi-path networks (omega, flip, banyan, 

and pasline), to enhance the interconnection among PEs to provide a good 

interconnection network, which satisfy the encryption and decryption processes in 

the same module, then the proposed S-Box is a 32-bits module, which consists of 

four modules of MIN network connected together as shown in figure 3.10. The 

proposed S-Box has 32-bits data line and 48-bits key lines.

Figure 3.10 32-bits S-Box structures  

 This S-Box with 32-bits input data lines considered the basic S-Box size for 

many encryption algorithms.  The next chapter will include the implementation of 

the proposed S-Box design in size 32-bits data lines and the different sizes for it 

such as 64, 128 and 256 bits data lines will be presented and studying the effects for 

size in the performance and the complexity for encryption process will be discussed. 
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Form the pervious section the mathematic formula for our S-Box, which 

control the relation between the data lines and key lines. 

Data = 2N         3.3

Key =3*2(N-1) where N ≥ 3      3.4

3.7 Conclusion  
In this chapter the design criteria for S-Box has been demonstrated, and the 

different structures of S-Box design in the algorithms DES, Twofish, and Rijndael 

have been discussed and defined the weak points in the different structure, which is 

the fixed substitution, then the proposed design for S-Box has been illustrated and 

treated the problem of fixed substitution by using the multi-path interconnection 

network MIN in a novel connection, which gives a dynamic substation.  
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CHAPTER                                                  4
IMPLEMENTAION TOOLS AND 

METHODOLOGY USING FPGA 

4.1 Overview 

 This chapter presents the implementation methodology and implementation 

tools using FPGA. In the first a literature survey for FPGA, the structure of FPGA, 

connection and FPGA data flow will be introduced. The implementation methodology 

using FPGA has been demonstrated, in the final part of this chapter, software packages 

which have been used in the implementation will be illustrated.   

4.2 FPGA 

A Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) is an integrated circuit designed 

to be configured by the customer or designer after manufacturing, hence "field-

programmable". The FPGA configuration is generally specified using a hardware 

description language (HDL), similar to that used for an application-specific integrated 

circuit (ASIC). FPGAs can be used to implement any logical function that an ASIC 

could perform. The ability to update the functionality after shipping, and the low non-

recurring engineering costs relative to an ASIC design, and offer advantages for many 

applications [83]. 
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 FPGAs contain programmable logic components called "logic blocks", and a 

hierarchy of reconfigurable interconnects that allow the blocks to be "wired together", 

somewhat like a one-chip programmable breadboard. Logic blocks can be configured 

to perform complex combinational functions, or merely simple logic gates like AND 

and XOR. In most FPGAs, the logic blocks also include memory elements, which may 

be simple flip-flops or more complete blocks of memory [84]. 

Figure 4.1 Software VS. hardware 

Figure 4.1 shows the position of FPGA between software and hardware and it is 

consider one from powerful tools, which allows the user to program its functionality 

quickly and inexpensively. This allows for cheaper prototyping and shorter time-to-

market of hardware designs [85]. 

4.3 FPGA Structure 

FPGA contains a two dimensional arrays of logic blocks and interconnections 

between logic blocks. Both the logic blocks and interconnects are programmable. 

Logic blocks are programmed to implement a desired function and the interconnects 

are programmed using the switch boxes to connect the logic blocks. Internal structure 

of an FPGA is depicted in the following figure 4.2 [86]. 
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Figure 4.2 FPGA architecture 

FPGA can be used to implement an entire System on Chip (SoC). The main 

advantage of FPGA is the ability to reprogram. User can reprogram the FPGA to 

implement a design and this is done after the FPGA is manufactured. This brings the 

name “Field Programmable.” Custom ICs are expensive and takes long time to design 

so they are useful when produced in bulk amounts. But FPGAs are easy to implement 

with in a short time with the help of Computer Aided Designing (CAD) tools (because 

there is no physical layout process, no mask making, and no IC manufacturing). Some 

disadvantages of FPGAs are, they are slow compared to custom ICs as they can’t 

handle vary complex designs and also they draw more power [86].  

Xilinx logic block consists of one Look up Table (LUT) and one Flip Flop. An 

LUT is used to implement number of different functionality. The input lines to the 

logic block go into the LUT and enable it. The output of the LUT gives the result of the 

logic function that it implements and the output of logic block is registered or 

unregistered out put from the LUT. Figure 4.3 shows a 4-input LUT based 

implementation of logic block 
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Figure 4.3 Look up Table LUT 

LUT based design provides for better logic block utilization. A k-input LUT 

based logic block can be implemented in number of different ways with trade off 

between performance and logic density. An n-LUT can be shown as a direct 

implementation of a function truth-table. Each of the latches holds the value of the 

function corresponding to one input combination [87]. 

4.4 Interconnects 
A wire segment can be described as two end points of an interconnect with no 

programmable switch between them. A sequence of one or more wire segments in an 

FPGA can be termed as a track. Typically an FPGA has logic blocks, interconnects and 

switch blocks (Input/Output blocks). Switch blocks lie in the periphery of logic blocks 

and interconnect. Wire segments are connected to logic blocks through switch blocks, 

depending on the required design. All types of FPGA interconnection shown in the 

figure 4.4 [88]. 

- There are two ways for interconnection networks of FPGA as shown in Fig. 4.4 

1- Bus based  

-Simpler routing  

-Higher parasitic 

                Figure 4.4a Bus based 
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2-Switch based 

-Segment wires 

-Lower line taps  

-Complex routing 

                        Figure 4.4b Switch based 
4.5 FPGA Design Flow  

This part will describe the design flow in FPGA starting from VHDL code until 

reaching to the hardware manufacture as shown in the figure 4.5 [88]. 

  

Figure 4.5 FPGA design flow 

4.5.1 Design entry 

There are different techniques for design entry. Schematic based, Hardware 

Description Language and combination of both. Selection of a method depends on the 

design and designer. If the designer wants to deal more with Hardware, then Schematic 

entry is the better choice. When the design is complex or the designer thinks the design 

in an algorithmic way then HDL is the better choice. Language based entry is faster but 

lag in performance and density. HDLs represent a level of abstraction that can isolate 

the designers from the details of the hardware implementation. Schematic based entry 
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gives designers much more visibility into the hardware. It is the better choice for those 

who are hardware oriented. Another method but rarely used is state-machines. It is the 

better choice for the designers who think the design as a series of states. But the tools 

for state machine entry are limited [89]. 

4.5.2 FPGA synthesis  

Synthesis is the process which translates VHDL or Verilog code into a device 

netlist formate.  A complete circuit with logical elements (gates, flip flops, etc…) for 

the design. The synthesis process generates netlist for each design element Synthesis 

process will check code syntax and analyze the hierarchy of the design which ensures 

that the design is optimized for the design architecture, the designer has selected. The 

resulting netlist(s) is saved to an NGC ( Native Generic Circuit) file (for Xilinx 

Synthesis Technology (XST)) as shown in the figure 4.6 [90]. 

Figure 4.6 FPGA synthesis 

4.5.3 Implementation 

This process consists of a sequence of three steps:- 

a. Translate 

b. Map 

c. Place and Route

Translate process combines all the input netlists and constraints to a logic 

design file. This information is saved as a NGD (Native Generic Database) file. This 

can be done using NGD Build program. Here, defining constraints is nothing but, 

assigning the ports in the design to the physical elements ( pins, switches, buttons etc) 
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of the targeted device and specifying time requirements of the design. This information 

is stored in a file named UCF (User Constraints File) as shown in the figure 4.7.  

Figure 4.7 FPGA translate 

Map process divides the whole circuit with logical elements into sub blocks 

such that they can be fit into the FPGA logic blocks. That means map process fits the 

logic defined by the NGD file into the targeted FPGA elements (Combinational Logic 

Blocks (CLB), Input Output Blocks (IOB)) and generates an NCD (Native Circuit 

Description) file which physically represents the design mapped to the components of 

FPGA as shown in the figure 4.8.  

Figure 4.8 FPGA mapping 

Place and Route PAR program is used for this process. The place and route 

process places the sub blocks from the map process into logic blocks according to the 

constraints and connects the logic blocks. For example, if a sub block is placed in a 

logic block which is very near to IO pin, then it may save the time but it may effect in 

some other constraints. So trade off between all the constraints is taken into account by 

the place and route process. The PAR tool takes the mapped NCD file as input and 

produces a completely routed NCD file as output. Output NCD file consists of the 

routing information, as shown in the figure 4.9 [91]. 
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Figure 4.9 FPGA place and route 

4.5.4 Device programming  

Now the design must be loaded on the FPGA. But the design must be converted 

to a format so that the FPGA can accept it. BITGEN program deals with the 

conversion. The routed NCD file is then given to the BITGEN program to generate a 

bit stream (a .BIT file) which can be used to configure the target FPGA device. This 

can be done using a cable. Selection of cable depends on the design [92]. 

4.5.5 Design verification  

Verification can be done at different stages of the process steps.   

4.5.5.1 Behavioral simulation (RTL simulation) 

  This is first of all simulation steps; those are encountered throughout the 

hierarchy of the design flow. This simulation is performed before synthesis process to 

verify RTL (behavioral) code and to confirm that the design is functioning as intended. 

Behavioral simulation can be performed on either VHDL or Verilog designs. In this 

process, signals and variables are observed, procedures and functions are traced and 

breakpoints are set. This is a very fast simulation and so allows the designer to change 

the HDL code if the required functionality is not met with in a short time period. Since 

the design is not yet synthesized to gate level, timing and resource usage properties are 

still unknown. 
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4.5.5.2 Functional simulation (Post Translate Simulation)  

Functional simulation gives information about the logic operation of the circuit. 

Designer can verify the functionality of the design using this process after the translate 

process. If the functionality is not as expected, then the designer has to made changes 

in the code and again follow the design flow steps.  

4.5.5.3 Static timing analysis 

  This can be done after MAP or PAR processes Post MAP timing report lists 

signal path delays of the design derived from the design logic. Post Place and Route 

timing report incorporates timing delay information to provide a comprehensive timing 

summary of the design [93]. 

-FPGA design methodology 

FPGA design methodology can be concluded in the following steps as shown in the 
figure 4.10  

1- Idea: the first step in any project, studying the idea from the technical view and 

the capability for implementing, evaluate the idea, and finally studying the 

budget and the marketing for the idea. 

2- Specification: in this step study the system partitioning, functional design, and 

performance specification. 

3- Electronic design: in this step, define the signals from analog and digital 

interfacing and writing the VHDL codes for system partitions. 

4- Design review: in this step make a review for all system partitions and 

accumulates the system and synthesis the VHDL codes. 

5- Design implementation 

a. Layout design 

b. Wafer processing 

6- Prototype implementation and  testing 

7- Industrial the prototype system chip 
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Figure 4.10 FPGA design and implementation methodology  
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4.6 FPGA Comparisons 

Historically, FPGAs have been slower, less energy efficient and generally 

achieved less functionality than their fixed ASIC counterparts. A combination of 

volume, fabrication improvements, research and development, and the I/O capabilities 

of new supercomputers have largely closed the performance gap between ASICs and 

FPGAs.  

Advantages include a shorter time to market, ability to re-program in the field to fix 

bugs, and lower non-recurring engineering costs. Vendors can also take a middle road 

by developing their hardware on ordinary FPGAs, but manufacture their final version 

so it can no longer be modified after the design has been committed [94]. 

Xilinx claims that several market and technology dynamics are changing the 

ASIC/FPGA paradigm:  

• IC costs are rising aggressively  

• ASIC complexity has bolstered development time and costs  

• R&D resources and headcount is decreasing “Research and Development R&D” 

• Revenue losses for slow time-to-market are increasing  

• Financial constraints in a poor economy are driving low-cost technologies  

These trends make FPGAs a better alternative than ASICs for a growing number of 

higher-volume applications than they have been historically used for, to which the 

company attributes the growing number of FPGA design starts.  

Some FPGAs have the capability of partial re-configuration that lets one portion of 

the device be re-programmed while other portions continue running. 
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4.7 Versus CPLDs 

The primary differences between CPLDs and FPGAs are architectural. A CPLD 

has a somewhat restrictive structure consisting of one or more programmable sum-of-

products logic arrays feeding a relatively small number of clocked registers. The result 

of this is less flexibility, with the advantage of more predictable timing delays and a 

higher logic-to-interconnect ratio. The FPGA architectures, on the other hand, are 

dominated by interconnect. This makes them far more flexible (in terms of the range of 

designs that are practical for implementation within them) but also far more complex to 

design for. Another notable difference between CPLDs and FPGAs is the presence in 

most FPGAs of higher-level embedded functions (such as adders and multipliers) and 

embedded memories, as well as to have logic blocks implement decoders or 

mathematical functions [95]. 

4.8 Applications 

Applications of FPGAs include digital signal processing, software-defined 

radio, aerospace and defense systems, ASIC prototyping, medical imaging, computer 

vision, speech recognition, cryptography, bioinformatics, computer hardware 

emulation, radio astronomy and a growing range of other areas. 

FPGAs originally began as competitors to CPLDs and competed in a similar 

space, that of glue logic for PCBs. As their size, capabilities, and speed increased, they 

began to take over larger and larger functions to the state where some are now 

marketed as full Systems on Chips (SoC). Particularly with the introduction of 

dedicated multipliers into FPGA architectures in the late 1990s, applications, which 

had traditionally been the sole reserve of DSPs, began to incorporate FPGAs instead 

[96].  

FPGAs especially find applications in any area or algorithm that can make use 

of the massive parallelism offered by their architecture. One such area is code 

breaking, in particular brute-force attack, of cryptographic algorithms. 
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FPGAs are increasingly used in conventional high performance computing 

applications where computational kernels such as FFT or Convolution are performed 

on the FPGA instead of a microprocessor. 

The inherent parallelism of the logic resources on an FPGA allows for 

considerable computational throughput even at a low MHz clock rates. The flexibility 

of the FPGA allows for even higher performance by trading off precision and range in 

the number format for an increased number of parallel arithmetic units. This has driven 

a new type of processing called reconfigurable computing, where time intensive tasks 

are offloaded from software to FPGAs. 

The adoption of FPGAs in high performance computing is currently limited by 

the complexity of FPGA design compared to conventional software and the extremely 

long turn-around times of current design tools, where 4–8 hours wait is necessary after 

even minor changes to the source code. 

Traditionally, FPGAs have been reserved for specific vertical applications 

where the volume of production is small. For these low-volume applications, the 

premium that companies pay in hardware costs per unit for a programmable chip is 

more affordable than the development resources spent on creating an ASIC for a low-

volume application. Today, new cost and performance dynamics have broadened the 

range of viable applications [97]. 

4.9 Major Manufacturers 

Xilinx and Altera are the current FPGA market leaders and long-time industry 

rivals. Together, they control over 80 percent of the market, with Xilinx alone 

representing over 50 percent. Other competitors include Lattice Semiconductor, Actel, 

SiliconBlue Technologies, ATMEL, and Quick Logic [98]. 
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4.10 Software Packages 

• Xilinx ISE 8 

• FPGA Advantage 7.2 

• Lab View 7 

• Hex Editor 

• Image analyzer 

• Wave editor 

• Video editor 
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CHAPTER                                                  5
DYNAMIC S-BOX IMPLEMENTAION 

AND VERFICATION 

5.1 Overview 

  

This chapter has three parts. The first part of this chapter presents the 

implementation of different S-Box structures in famous algorithms, also the proposed 

S-Box structure. The second part of this chapter presents a discussion for 

implementation results of the different structures for S-Box in the selected algorithms 

and the implementation results for proposed S-Box structure. The third part of this 

chapter present the verification for the implementation results by using some cases 

study such as data, images, voice and video files. A prototype for a dynamic hardware 

cryptography system has been introduced in the final part of verification.  

5.2 DES S-Box Structure 

Fundamentally DES performs only two operations on its input, bit shifting, and 

bit substitution. The key controls exactly how this process works. Those familiar with 

chaos theory should see a great deal of similarity to what DES does.  By applying 

relatively simple operations repeatedly a system can achieve a state of near total 

randomness. 
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Figure 5.1 DES S-Box structure 

DES works on 64-bits of data at a time. Each 64-bits of data is iterated on from 

1 to 16 times (16 is the DES standard), for each iteration a 48-bits subset of the 56-bits 

key is fed into the encryption block represented by the dashed Rectangle above. 

Decryption is the inverse of the encryption process. The S-Box module shown in the 

diagram is the heart of DES. It actually consists of several different transforms and 

substitutions.  

Figure 5.2 DES S-Box block and behavior for one S-Box 
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DES S-Box has 48-bits input pattern, which divided into eight modules each one 

with 6bits input pattern each one use a substitution table to encrypt the input pattern 

and gives out pattern 4-bits. Figure 5.2 shows the implementation of DES S-Box and 

explain implementation block and design for one S-Box behavior using FPGA board 

XCV800 and table 5.1 shows technical results for design from I/O ports, speed, and 

implementation area.  

Table 5.1:  Implementation results for DES S-Box 
Device Utilization for v800pq240 

Resource Used    Avail    Utilization 
IOs     114 166 68.6% 
CLB Slices               88 9408 0.0935% 
Max Delay 28.7ns 
CLK 34.8MHz 
Form table ٥١ the Max CLK for DES S-Box is 34.8MHz using the FPGA board

XCV800pq240. 

5.3 Twofish S-Box Structure 

Twofish is a 128-bits block cipher. It can work with variable key lengths: 128, 

192, or 256 bits. Twofish consists of 16 rounds built similarly to the Feistel network 

structure.  The only exceptions from the pure Feistel network are two fixed rotations by 

one bit, performed together with the XOR operations on outputs of the F-function.  

          
         There are four kinds of key dependent S-Boxes. Four different S-Boxes together 

with the Maximum Distance Separable MDS matrix form an h-function. This h-

function appears two times in the cipher structure, which causes significant 

redundancy.  S-Boxes are used as a non-linear fixed substitution operation. In Twofish, 

each S-Box consists of three 8-by-8-bits fixed permutations chosen from a set of two 

possible permutations, q0 and q1. The structure of all S-Boxes is shown in figure 5.2 

between these three permutations, XOR operations are performed with subkeys S0, S1. 
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These subkeys are computed only once for a particular global key, and stay fixed 

during the entire encryption and decryption process. 

Figure 5.2 Twofish S-Box block diagram        

Figure 5.3 Q. function & t permutation tables 

Although each q-permutation represents a fixed function, it is also described by a 

regular structure shown in figure 5.3. Main components of the q-permutations are 4-by-

4-bits fixed S-Boxes t0...t3. Both permutations q0 and q1 have the same internal 

structure, and differ only in the contents of the S-Boxes t0...t3. 

         Twofish S-Box has 32-bits input pattern, and two key patterns each one 32-bits it 

has three stage with three blocks and logic operation with key pattern in between 

figure5.4 shows the implementation of Twofish S-Box hence S0 and S1 are the key 

patterns and income is the input pattern and the outcome is the final output pattern after 

encryption process will done and table 5.2 shows the implementation results for 

Twofish S-Box.  
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Figure 5.4 Twofish S-Box block and RTL circuit  

Table 5.2: Implementation results for Twofish S-Box
Device Utilization for v800pq240

Resource Used    Avail    Utilization 
IOs     130 166 78.313% 
CLB Slices               96 9408 0.102% 
Max Delay 15.3ns 
CLK 65.359MHz 
Form table 5.2 the Max. CLK for Twofish S-Box module is 65.359MHz by using the FPGA 

board XCV800pq240. 

5.4 Rijndael S-Box Implementation 
The Rijndael S-Box has been implemented by Xilinx FPGA chip XCV800pq240 and 

synthesized as shown in the figure 5.5. The resulting area occupied by the S-Box with 

maximum place-and-route efforts for the architecture above is 76 CLB and maximum 

frequency is 71.2 MHz. 
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Figure 5.5 Rijndael S-Box synthesis block diagram 

Table 5.3: Implementation results for Rijndael S-Box 
Device Utilization for v800pq240 

Resource Used    Avail    Utilization 
IOs     18 166 10.84% 
CLB Slices               76 9408 0.81% 
Max Delay 13.52ns 
CLK 71.2MHz 

Table 5.3 explains the implementation results for Rijndael S-Box in FPGA Chip 
XCV800pq240 and it has 71.2MHz Max CLK . 

5.5 Proposed S-Box Implementation 

S-Box operation in the conventional algorithms Consists of four different steps 

that are repeated. These are byte substitution, shift row, mixing byte and key addition 

or not in some algorithms. The arithmetic of these criteria can be combined in one 

pipelined module using MIN (Multi Path Interconnection Network) with new 
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connection, which achieves the encryption process, processing time, and 

implementation area, on the other hand the most expensive step, the substitution phase 

will be avoided, which has essential effect in the speed and implementation area this is 

the main idea for proposed S-Box using the MIN with new connection and 

implemented in FPGA platform to achieve the encryption process and execution time. 

The first stage the implementation of the essential module in the S-Box which called 

processing element the figure 5.6 shows the structure of processing element PE in the 

encryption and decryption phases  

5.5.1 Processing element structure  

            The PE consists of XOR gate and Multiplexer. Multiplexer operation depends 

on the state of the key bit. PE has two input data lines (D1, D2). The input lines pass 

through two stages, the first stage is the XOR and XNOR processes. The second stage 

is the multiplexing process, which controlled with the state of the key bit attached to it. 

PE has two output data lines (Y1, Y2). Figure 5.7 shows the synthesizing schematic for 

PE. 

Figure 5.6 the processing element PE block diagram 
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Figure 5.7 Synthesizing diagram for PE 

5.5.2 MIN network implementation  

The second stage explains the implementation of MIN module, figure 5.8 

shows the architecture for MIN, which contains 12 PEs connected together as shown in 

the figure 5.8, and figure 5.9 shows the synthesizing diagram for MIN module.  

   
      Figure 5.8 MIN network diagram    Figure 5.9 MIN RTL circuit 

It has input lines D_IN with 8-bits width, K_S with 12-bits width, Sel line, 

CLK, and rest line and Y with width 8-bits output line. Implementation of MIN 

depends on the using of PE implementation as a component in the network and the new 
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connection between PEs shown in  figure 5.8, Sel line control the operation for PE and 

MIN  encryption or decryption.  

5.5.3 S-Box with 32-bits implementation   

Stage three implements the S-Box with size 32-bits input. Figure 5.10 shows the 

block diagram for 32-bits S-Box design, it uses four unite from MIN, and the 

exchanging in the output for increasing the randomization for data. Figure 5.11 shows 

the RTL diagram for the implementation of S-Box   

Figure 5.10   S-Box 32-bits block diagram        Figure 5.11   S-Box 32-bits RTL circuit  

Table 5.4:  Implementation results for proposed S-Box with 32-bits input lines 

Device Utilization for v800pq240 
Resource Used    Avail    Utilization 
IOs     115 166 10.84% 
CLB Slices               50 9408 0.81% 
Max Delay 8.33ns 
CLK 120.1MHz 
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Table 5.4 shows the implementation results for Proposed S-Box with 32-bits input 

lines, and it has Max. CLK 120 MHz. 

 Next section contains the implementation of the proposed S-Box structure with 

different size. The implementation of S-Box in different size makes it more flexible 

and stronger against hacking. 

5.5.4 S-Box with 64-bits implementation 

          Figure 5.12 shows the structure of S-Box with 64-bits. It consists of four 

modules each one of them is a 16-bits module. The figure 5.13 shows the RTL for 

design after synthesizing for design program 

     

Figure 5.12   S-Box 64-bits block diagram  Figure 5.13 S-Box 64-bits RTL circuit  

Table 5.5:  Implementation results for proposed S-Box with 64-bits input lines 

Device Utilization for v800pq240 
Resource Used Avail Utilization 
IOs 227 166 136.7% 
CLB Slices 100 9408 1.06% 
Max Delay 9.39ns 
CLK 106.49MHz 
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Table 5.5 shows the implementation results for S-Box with 64-bits input lines and it 

has Max CLK 106 MHz. 

5.5.5 S-Box with 128-bits implementation  

 This section presents the implementation for 128-bits S-Box. Figure 5.14 shows 

the block diagram for the S-Box design with 128-bits input data. It consisted of  four 

module from 32-bits S-Box structure exchanged together to give 128-bits output, and  

figure 5.15 shows the RTL diagram for S-Box implementation and synthesizing.  

         
Figure 5.14   S-Box 128-bits block diagram       Figure 5.15 S-Box 128-bits RTL circuit  

Table 5.6: Implementation results for proposed S-Box with 128-bits input lines 

Device Utilization for v800pq240 
Resource Used    Avail    Utilization 
IOs     451 166 271.69% 
CLB Slices               200 9408 2.13% 
Max Delay 9.840ns 
CLK 101.626MHz 
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Table 5.6 shows the implementation results for S-Box with 128-bits input lines and it 

has Max CLK 101.626 MHz. 

5.5.6 S-Box with 256bits implementation 

        This section presents the implementation for 256-bits S-Box. The figure 5.16 

shows the block diagram for the S-Box design with 256-bits input data. It consisted of  

four module from 64-bits S-Box structure exchanged together to give 256-bits output, 

and the figure 5.17 shows the RTL diagram for S-Box implementation and 

synthesizing.  

Figure 5.16   S-Box 256-bits block diagram     Figure 5.17   S-Box 256-bits RTL circuit  

Table 5.7: Implementation results for proposed S-Box with 256-bits input lines 

Device Utilization for v800pq240 
Resource Used    Avail    Utilization 
IOs     899 166 541.57% 
CLB Slices               399 9408 4.24% 
Max Delay 10.62ns 
CLK 98.039MHz 
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Table 5.7 shows the implementation results for S-Box with 256-bits input lines and it has 

Max. CLK 98.039 MHz. 

5.6 System Implementation  
In the previous part the implementation of different models for S-Box and the 

proposed S-Box design have been demonstrate, and the implementation of  proposed S-

Box with different sizes has been demonstrated,  to indicate the contribution in the Max 

CLK, delay time, and implementation area.  

The hardware implementation for the proposed  dynamic S-Box in adaptive 

cryptography engine is shown in figure 5.18, hence it shows the block diagram for 

proposed design which will download on  the FPGA card. The block diagram has a 

control unit which managements the operations in the design,  Enc/Dec engine memory 

unit is a memory unit which contains the different algorithms for encryption, 

encryption and decryption unit is the processing unite which operates the selected 

encryption unit, input data memory is a memory unit for input stream which receive the 

bit stream from input controller and make preparing for it to be ready for encryption or 

decryption process, after processing the pattern will passed to output controller      

Figure 5.18   Encryption system card block diagram 
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Encryption system card has two part one for proposed design for encryption 

system which will be downloaded in the FPGA chip and the UniDAq card which is a 

PCI card with FPGA Chip XCV800 and DSP processor, its block diagram is shown in 

the figure 5.19 

Figure 5.19 UniDAq card block diagram 

Figure 5.19 UniDAq card block diagram 
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UniDAq is a universal Data acquisition board with a local Digital Signal 

processor and a Field Programmable Gate Array. With this two, application specific 

programmable components, UniDAq is a very universal Data acquisition board. 

UniDAq is a co-operated project with German institute Julich, full technical data sheet 

will be in appendix A  

5.7 The Card Interface and Driver 
The card driver written in VHDL and the interface built in the Lab View 

package. Figure 5.20 shows the control panel for controlling the operation of the card 

downloading, encrypt, decrypt, staring operation, stopping, rest, and input the data and 

the key.  

Figure 5.20 lab view control banal 
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Figure 5.21 shows the circuit diagram for the controlling program which control 

the operation of the card and manage the data transfer between the user and the card 

and control the operations for the card. Programming carried out in lab view 8 and 

driver for the card carried out in VHDL language. 

Figure 5.21 block diagram for system circuit in lab view 

5.8 Implementation Results Verification  
Verification for implementation results carried out in two parts, the first part, is 

the discussion for the implementation results for the different S-Box Structures and the 

Structure of proposed S-Box. A second comparison carried out among the different 

sizes of proposed S-Box. The second part for verification is the cases study for the 

dynamic cryptography engine, and a prototype for Remote monitoring system.  
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5.8.1 Comparison among different designs and proposed S-Box  

This part discusses the comparison among the implementation results for S-Box 

for DES, Twofish, Rijndael and the implementation results for proposed S-Box.  

Table 5.8: Implementation results for different S-Box designs with 32-bits data lines 
DES –S-Box Twofish S-Box Rijndael S-Box Proposed S-Box

CLK 34.8MHz 65.359MHz 71.2MHz 120.1MHz
Max Delay 28.7ns 15.3ns 13.52ns 8.33ns

Area in CLB 88 96 76 50
Function generators 100 192 152 100
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Figure 5.22 Comparison among different designs and 

Proposed one for S-Box  

From the figure 5.22 the proposed design has a significant achievement in the 

maximum frequency and implementation area.  

5.8.2 Comparison among different size for proposed design 

Table 5.9: Proposed S-Box with different size results 
S-Box 32-bits S-Box 64-bits S-Box 128-bits S-Box 256-bits

CLK 120.1MHz 106.49MHz 101.626MHz 98.039MHz
Max Delay 8.33ns 9.39ns 9.840ns 10.62ns

Area in CLB 50 100 200 399
Function 

generators
100 200 400 798
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Figure 5.23 Comparison among different sizes implementation for proposed S-Box 

Figure 5.23 shows the implementation results for proposed S-Box with different 

sizes. CLK curve in the figure shows the degradation in the maximum frequency in the 

different sizes for proposed S-box, and the degradation is smoothly that is because 

using the parallel processing of FPGA in the independent processes in the S-Box 

description.     

5.9 -Implementation Results for Algorithms with Conventional and 

Proposed S-Box  

This part discussed the implementation results for the algorithms (DES, 

Twofish, and Rijndael) with conventional S-Box Structure, and the same algorithms 

with the proposed S-Box structure. In the previous part the implementation for the S-

Box structures in the selected algorithms and the proposed S-Box structure in different 

sizes were implemented and discussed but the difference in the performance of the 

algorithms in the case of using proposed S-Box structure not studying, hence table 5.10 

presents the implementation results for algorithms (DES, Twofish, Rijndael) with 

proposed S-Box structure. The implementation results for algorithms with conventional 

S-Box structure and with proposed S-Box structure explaining the enhancement in the 
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performance or speed of encryption process for algorithms and the enhancement in the 

implementation area.  

Table 5.10 Implementation results comparisons for selected algorithms with 

conventional and proposed S-Box  

Implement-results

Algorithms
Max Delay CLK

Achievement 

ratio in Max. 

Frequency 

Area in CLB

DES with 
Conventional S-Box 40.076 ns 24.528 M Hz 190 CLB

DES with 
Proposed S-Box 19.517 ns 51.237 M Hz

208.89%
147 CLB

Twofish with 
conventional S-Box 18.356 ns 54.478 M Hz 215 CLB

Twofish with
 Proposed S-Box 13.429 ns 74.461 M Hz

136.68%
185 CLB

Rijndeal with 
conventional S-Box 15.669 ns 63.819 M Hz 165 CLB

Rijndeal with
Proposed S-Box 10.275 ns 97.317 M Hz

152.48%
147 CLB

5.10 The Experimental Results 
This section presents the practical testing results for the adaptive cryptography 

engine, which implemented in the UniDAq card; by using some different data types 

(data, image, voice, and video).  

5.10.1 Hexadecimal data encryption 

This section presents the encryption of hexadecimal data and the system tested 

into two directions (encrypt and decrypt). 
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Figure 5.24 Timing diagram for S-Box with 32-bits 

Figure 5.24 shows the timing diagram for S-Box with 32-bits input data and 

48bits key, the operation of the S-Box will be controlled by the state of the control line 

‘Sel’, hence if it takes ‘0’ that is means the operation will be encryption and if it takes 

‘1’ that is means the operation will be decryption. For example in figure 5.24 see the 

input pattern is “CBD2DD55” with the pattern “EA8F5EA48A49” and the state of line 

Sel is ‘0’, the output pattern form encryption process is “0790525A”, and after to test 

the operation of the proposed design the state of Sel line will be changed to ‘1’ and the 

output pattern will be used as input pattern with the same key, the output pattern appear 

the same with first input pattern, that means the system works correctly. The second 

step is testing the system with a picture, a Lena’s picture used as test file; hence it will 

convert to hexadecimal file by mat lab. 
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5.10.2 Images encryption  

This part presents the practical encryption for the images. There are three cases 

Lena, Reem, and Cameraman. 

5.10.2.1 Lena’s image 

Figure 5.25a shows the original image for Lena and its histogram in figure 

5.25b, figure 5.26a shows the encrypted image and figure 5.26b shows its histogram 

and the difference between two images is cleared in the image and the histogram, 

trying to decrypt the Lena’s image with wrong key illustrated in figure 5.27a, it is like 

the encrypted image and the correct decryption clear in the figure 5.27b 

           
Figure 5.25a Original Lena pic.                      Figure 5.25b Lena pic. histogram 

       
Figure 5.26a Encrypted Lena pic.       Figure 5.26b Encrypted Lena pic. histogram 
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Figure 5.27a Lena pic. decrypted             Figure 5.27b decrypted Lena pic.      
             with wrong key                  with correct key 

                                                

Figure 5.27c Original Lena pic.                              Figure 5.27d Encrypted Lena pic.  
      histogram with mat lab                              histogram with mat lab 

Figure 5.27c shows the histogram for Lena’s image before the encryption 

process using mat-lab, and figure 5.27d shows the histogram for the encrypted Lena’s 

image with mat-lab 

5.10.2.2 Second image 

The second image is Reem picture; figure 5.28a shows the original image for 

Reem and figure 5.28b shows its histogram, figure 5.29a shows Reem’s image after 

encryption, and  figure 5.29b shows the histogram for encrypted image for Reem.  
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After processing it with the encryption system the results shown in figure 5.29a 

and 5.28b the encrypted image for Reem and its histogram   

         
Figure 5.28a Original Reem pic.                          Figure 5.28b Reem pic. histogram 

           

Figure 5.29a Encrypted Reem pic.           Figure 5.29b Encrypted Reem pic. histogram 
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5.10.2.3 Camera man image 

 Figure 5.30a shows the original picture for cameraman and figure 5.30.b shows 

its histogram 

        

Figure 5.30.a Original cameraman pic.         Figure 5.30.b Original camera man pic.  
                                                                                             histogram

    
Figure 5.31a Encrypted cameraman pic.       Figure 5.31b Encrypted cameraman pic.  
                                   histogram 

The figure 5.31a shows the encrypted cameraman picture and figure 5.31b shows its 

histogram for the encrypted picture.
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5.11 Flip Test 

The Flip Test [99] is a new statistical test for assessing the symmetry and 

Asymmetry pixels in the image edges. The purpose of the Flip Test is to provide a 

numerical measure of the asymmetry pixels in the images.  The principle of the Flip 

Test, is the assessment of the deviation from perfect symmetry by flipping the tool 

about its vertical axis and measuring the difference between the two superimposed 

outlines. 

- The index of asymmetry is calculated by putting the image of the tool (stored as 

pixels within a “.jpg” file). 

- Measuring the maximum width and height (in pixel widths)  of picture. 

- Calculating the area (in pixels) of picture. 

- Performing a “Flip Test”, and measuring the “asymmetrical” area of the 2 sides 

of the picture. 

- Calculating the index of asymmetry as the relationship between the number of 

“Asymmetrical” pixels and (Max Height + Max Width) squared.  

This test will be used as a verifying tool for the implementation results for S-Box 

structure in the selected algorithms and the proposed S-Box Structure to dedicate the 

complexity of encryption. By applying the test in one picture used in all cases, hence 

the picture which used in the test is a standard picture and processes it by different S-

Box structures and the proposed Structure for S-Box. 

    

               
            a. Normal Picture           b. Encrypted by DES        C. Encrypted by Twofish 
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              d. Encrypted by Rijndael       e. Encrypted by Proposed S-Box  

Figure 5.32 Different input image form for test 

Figure 5.32 shows the images which were used as input patterns for flip test to 

determine the asymmetric factor value in the different cases, hence the image 

encrypted with different designs for S-Box DES, Twofish, Rijndael, and proposed S-

Box design, after that the encrypted images used to measure the asymmetric factor to 

see the difference among them, the asymmetric factor will be used as indicator for the 

encryption complexity. 

Table 5.11: Flip test results 
Algorithm /

Test factors 
Normal 

Pic 
DES 

S-Box 
Twofish 
S-Box 

Rijndael 
S-Box 

Proposed 
S-Box 

Asymmetrical  pixel 
count 285 52631 55798 59575 72473 

Index of asymmetry 0.52 12.137 13.059 16.061 24.537

Table 5.11 shows the results for flip test for different images, and the proposed 

s-box design has significant achievement in crypto analysis, hence it has the largest 

value in the asymmetrical pixel count, and indexing factor. 

5.12 Voice Encryption  

This section presents the voice encryption; hence a voice file will be used to test 

the proposed encryption system. Figure 5.33 shows the original wave form for sound 

file, the fist step converting the sound file to binary file, after that uses this file as input 

file for encryption engine to encrypt it, after encryption process restoring the voice file 

from the binary file. The waveform in figure 5.34 shows the voice file after encryption. 
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Figure 5.33 Original waveform for voice file 

Figure 5.34 Waveform for encrypted voice file 

5.13 Video Encryption  
In this part the case study is the video file, firstly converting the video file to 

binary file, which used as input file to cryptography engine. The output file form the 

encryption process used to see the encrypted video file. 

                  
          a. Before encryption     b. After encryption 

5.35 Video frames for encrypted video file 
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Figure 5.35 shows the pictures which snapped shot from video file before the 

encryption process and in the other captured from video after the encryption process. 

  
5.14 Remote Monitoring Control System 

RMCS (Remote Monitoring Control System) is a project to provide PVR 

(Private Video Recording), DVR (Digital video Recording), and RMCS system. It is a 

monitoring system with video motion detector, gives the ability to control the system 

via Ethernet to watch or record events. Motion detector in RMCS implemented in two 

ways. The first is the hardware motion detector using an Infrared IR motion sensor. 

The second way for motion detector is the software motion detector by frame 

comparison to detect the motion. RMCS system has the capability to record the events 

with the alarm for motion and end record by ending the motion in the frame. 

- System features   

- Monitoring any place with stand alone system  

- Record any events with alarm for motion for a period pre-detected from user. 

- Access the monitoring system from any where in the world connected to 

internet 

- Control the sensitivity for motion detector by software from the cone diameter 

and the distance for far point from camera 

- Uses a RF camera not IP-cam. 

- The capability for using multi-cam with analog switch. 

- The capability for using hard disk with different size. 

- Uses a secure channel for network connection.  

- Only one user can access the system administration.
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- Hardware requirements 

1- Video monitoring system device. 

2- RF camera. 

3- Motion detector. 

4- LAN connection  

5- Computer for remote access. 

This case study presents implementation and manufacturing a prototype for 

RMCS by using the FPGA platform in design and the third-party in a chip number 

“09029C” showed in figure 5.36. RMCS managed the sensitivity for motion detector in 

two factors, the diameter of the cone and the distance from the monitoring point. 

RMCS is a stand alone system and all software and hardware can’t be hacked, because 

it isn’t an operating system in a computer connected to internet to be hacked easy. All 

recording material stored in HDD “Hard Disk Drive” drive connected internal the 

system an the system has it own FAT. All video material recorded with DVD quality.  

    

Figure 5.36 Third-party of chip No. 09029C 
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Figure 5.37 Remote Monitoring Control System RMCS 

In the figure 5.37 the monitoring system is cleared. It consists of RMCS device, 

AV camera and motion detector. RMCS has a network connection for watching and 

monitoring from any client in any place connected to internet. 

- Installing 

1- Connects the RMCS and computer in one Hub or connects directly in direct or cross 

over LAN cable. 

2- Using the search agent software for detect the came server and the software detect 

the MAC address for server. 

3- RMCS has the capability to control through the internet by defining the ADSL 

service setting. 

4- After connected to RMCS and run the administration, all setting for connection can 

be changed, and the setting for alarm system (zone and range) can be controlled. 

5- All stored media can be watched from remote terminal and the RMCS it self. 

6- The design can be modified by reprogramming the FPGA chip with new version. 
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5.15 Conclusion  
This chapter presented the implementation of Different S-Box structures for 

algorithms DES, Twofish, and Rijndael, and the implementation of proposed structure 

for dynamic S-Box, also presented the implementation of proposed S-Box with 

different sizes 32-bits, 64-bits, 128-bits, and 256-bits, after that presented the 

implementation of UniDAq card and its interface. The second part of this chapter 

presented the experimental results verification, by using different data format “Hex-

data, images, voice and video”, also presented the flip test which tested the encryption 

complexity for the different structures of S-Box and the proposed structure of S-Box. 

Testing results explain that, the proposed S-Box Structure has a significant 

achievement in the encryption complexity with respect to the different structures.  The 

third part of this chapter presented a prototype for dynamic cryptography engine in 

RMCS. The final conclusion, the proposed design for dynamic S-Box structure has a 

significant increasing in the Max CLK, implementation area, and encryption 

complexity with respect to the different S-Box Structures which implemented DES, 

Twofish, and Rijndael S-Box.



CHAPTER SIX 
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CHAPTER                                                  6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 

6.1 Conclusions  

In this thesis a new architecture for Dynamic S-Box has been demonstrated. The 

proposed S-Box implemented in different sizes and compared with many different 

designs in some selected encryption algorithms DES, Twofish, and Rijndael. 

In the first part of this thesis, a literature survey for cryptography science has been 

presented, after that the information threats, cryptography terminology, and 

information security applications have been illustrated. After that studying the 

encryption algorithms DES, Twofish, and Rijndael selected from famous encryption 

algorithm, and found that the most important module in the encryption algorithm is the 

S-Box, which considers the corner stone in any encryption algorithm, this point is 

considered the starting point for the research, hence begun with studying the different 

designs for S-Box, and found the weak point for different S-Box designs, using for 

fixed substitution tables in all different structures of S-Box. Proposed design for S-Box 

solving this problem by producing a dynamic substitution by using Multipath 

Interconnection Network MIN in new connection. The proposed S-Box implemented 

with 32-bits input data lines and compared with different designs in the encryption 

algorithms. The proposed S-Box implemented in different sizes 64-bits, 128-bits, and 

256-bits input data lines. The implementation carried out by using UniDaq PCI card 

with FPGA Chip XCV800, synthesizing carried out for all designs by using Leonardo 
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spectrum and simulation carried out by using modelsim as parts from FPGA advantage 

package.  The final part of this thesis is the practical results and performance 

evaluation; a comparison among the simulation results for proposed S-Box design and 

different designs has been carried out and found a significant achievement in max CLK 

and implementation area, another comparison among simulation results for different 

sizes for proposed S-Box has been carried out. Hardware implementation for proposed 

S-Box design has been done using the UniDaq PCI card. The driver and interface for 

the card has been implemented using VHDL and labview.  After that different cases 

study has been implemented, image encryption, sound encryption and video 

encryption. Testing for Cryptoanalysis carried out by using the flip test, and the 

proposed design for S-Box has a significant achievement in the complexity factor. 

Finally a practical case study has been implemented, which is the “Remote Monitoring 

Control System” RMCS, the system used to monitor places through internet and 

Ethernet. 

6.2 Future Work 

1- Implementation of physical device to Voice encryption using FPGA, means 

implementation of stand alone unite for voice encryption used in securing the 

hot lines in telephone networks. 

2- Mixing between encryption and water marking for more secrecy, hence 

watermarking is technique for securing data or authentication, but   if the hidden 

data in the images was encrypted, then the secrecy becomes more complex. 

3-  Sound Watermarking, defined for all, those sound tracks more sensitive for any 

distortion or noise, then if any signal mixed with sound or music signals will 

appear in hearing. 
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APPENDIX                                           A
VHDL PROGRAMS  

1-VHDL Program for Rijndael Algorithm Control Unit 

VHDL Architecture Control_Unit_E.encrypt 
Created:by - Mohamed Abbas 
LIBRARY ieee; 
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 
USE ieee.std_logic_arith.all; 
ENTITY Control_Unit IS 
 port (statein   : in std_logic_vector (127 downto 0); 
  clk   : in std_logic; 
  stateout  : out std_logic_vector (127 downto 0); 
  ckey   : in std_logic_vector (127 downto 0); 
  outselect  : in std_logic;  
  decselect  : in std_logic; 
  rst  : in std_logic); 
END Control_Unit ; 
ARCHITECTURE encrypt OF Control_Unit IS 
component ByteSub 
port (statein : in std_logic_vector (127 downto 0);
 clk   : in std_logic; 
 rst   : in std_logic; 
 stateout  : out std_logic_vector (127 downto 0)); 
END component; 
component ShiftRow 
port ( statein : in std_logic_vector (127 downto 0); 
 clk   : in std_logic; 
 rst   : in std_logic; 
 stateout  : out std_logic_vector (127 downto 0)); 
END component; 
component MixColumn 
port ( statein : in std_logic_vector (127 downto 0); 
 clk   : in std_logic; 
 rst   : in std_logic; 
 stateout  : out std_logic_vector (127 downto 0)); 
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END component; 
component Key_Schedule 
port (ckey : in std_logic_vector (127 downto 0); 
 clk   : in std_logic; 
 rkey   : out std_logic_vector (1407 downto 0); 
 rst   : in std_logic); 
END component; 
component AddRoundKey 
port (statein   : in std_logic_vector (127 downto 0); 
 keyin   : in std_logic_vector (127 downto 0); 
 clk   : in std_logic; 
 stateout  : out std_logic_vector (127 downto 0); 
 rst   : in std_logic); 
END component; 
component Inv_AddRoundKey 
port (statein   : in std_logic_vector (127 downto 0); 
 keyin   : in std_logic_vector (127 downto 0); 
 clk   : in std_logic; 
 stateout  : out std_logic_vector (127 downto 0); 
 rst   : in std_logic); 
END component; 

component Inv_ByteSub 
port ( statein   : in std_logic_vector (127 downto 0); 
 clk   : in std_logic; 
 rst   : in std_logic; 
 stateout  : out std_logic_vector (127 downto 0)); 
END component; 
component Inv_MixColumn 
port ( statein : in std_logic_vector (127 downto 0); 
 clk   : in std_logic; 
 stateout  : out std_logic_vector (127 downto 0); 
 rst   : in std_logic); 
END component; 
component Inv_ShiftRow 
port ( statein : in std_logic_vector (127 downto 0); 
 clk   : in std_logic; 
 rst   : in std_logic; 
 stateout  : out std_logic_vector (127 downto 0)); 
END component; 
signal count, count2 : std_logic_vector (5 downto 0); 
signal temp, BS, SR, MC, ARK, ARK1, BS1, SR1, temp2, temp3, BS2, SR2, MC2,  
ARK2, ARK3, SR3, MC1, key, key2, oute, outd : std_logic_vector (127 downto 0); 
signal RK : std_logic_vector (1407 downto 0); 
signal clk2, ready : std_logic; 
BEGIN 
 k :  Key_Schedule port map (ckey, clk, RK, rst); 
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 e1 :  ByteSub port map (ARK1, clk, rst, BS); 
     e2 :  ShiftRow port map (BS1, clk, rst, SR); 
 e3 :  MixColumn port map (SR1, clk, rst, MC); 
 e4 :  AddRoundKey port map (temp, key, clk, ARK, rst); 
 e5 :  Inv_AddRoundKey port map (temp2, key2, clk, ARK2, rst); 
 e6 :  Inv_MixColumn port map (ARK3, clk, MC1, rst); 
     e7 :  Inv_ShiftRow port map (MC2, clk, rst, SR2); 
 e8 :  Inv_ByteSub port map (SR3, clk, rst, BS2); 
process (clk, rst) 
begin 
 if rst = '1' then 
        clk2 <= '0'; 
 elsif rising_edge(clk) then 
         clk2 <= not clk2; 
    end if; 
end process; 
process (clk2, rst) 
begin 
 if rst = '1' then 
      count <= "000000"; 
  temp <= (others => '0'); 
   ARK1 <= (others => '0'); 
    BS1 <= (others => '0'); 
    SR1 <= (others => '0'); 
    key <= (others => '0'); 
  ready <= '0'; 
  oute <= (others => '0'); 
   elsif rising_edge(clk2) then  
     case count is 
        when "000000" => 
       count <= "000001"; 
  when "000001" => 
   temp <= statein; 
   count <= "000010"; 
  when "000010" => 
         key <= RK (1407 downto 1280); 
     count <= "000011"; 
     when "000011" => 
   ARK1 <= ARK; 
   count <= "000100"; 
  when "000100" => 
   BS1 <= BS; 
   count <= "000101"; 
  when "000101" => 
   SR1 <= SR; 
     count <= "000110"; 
  when "000110" => 
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   temp <= MC; 
   count <= "000111"; 
  when "000111" =>        
   key <= RK (1279 downto 1152); 
   count <= "001000"; 
  when "001000" => 
   ARK1 <= ARK; 
   count <= "001001"; 
  when "001001" => 
   BS1 <= BS; 
   count <= "001010"; 
  when "001010" => 
   SR1 <= SR; 
     count <= "001011"; 
  when "001011" => 
   temp <= MC; 
   count <= "001100"; 
            when "001100" => 
   key <= RK (1151 downto 1024); 
   count <= "001101"; 
  when "001101" => 
   ARK1 <= ARK; 
   count <= "001110"; 
  when "001110" => 
   BS1 <= BS; 
   count <= "001111"; 
  when "001111" => 
   SR1 <= SR; 
     count <= "010000"; 
  when "010000" => 
   temp <= MC; 
   count <= "010001"; 
             when "010001" => 
   key <= RK (1023 downto 896); 
   count <= "010010"; 
  when "010010" => 
   ARK1 <= ARK; 
   count <= "010011"; 
  when "010011" => 
   BS1 <= BS; 
   count <= "010100"; 
  when "010100" => 
   SR1 <= SR; 
     count <= "010101"; 
  when "010101" => 
   temp <= MC; 
   count <= "010110"; 
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             when "010110" => 
   key <= RK (895 downto 768); 
   count <= "010111"; 
  when "010111" => 
   ARK1 <= ARK; 
   count <= "011000"; 
  when "011000" => 
   BS1 <= BS; 
   count <= "011001"; 
  when "011001" => 
   SR1 <= SR; 
     count <= "011010"; 
  when "011010" => 
   temp <= MC; 
   count <= "011011"; 
             when "011011" => 
   key <= RK (767 downto 640); 
   count <= "011100";  
             when "011100" => 
   ARK1 <= ARK; 
   count <= "011101"; 
  when "011101" => 
   BS1 <= BS; 
   count <= "011110"; 
  when "011110" => 
   SR1 <= SR; 
     count <= "011111"; 
  when "011111" => 
   temp <= MC; 
   count <= "100000"; 
             when "100000" => 
   key <= RK (639 downto 512); 
   count <= "100001";  
  when "100001" => 
   ARK1 <= ARK; 
   count <= "100010"; 
  when "100010" => 
   BS1 <= BS; 
   count <= "100011"; 
  when "100011" => 
   SR1 <= SR; 
     count <= "100100"; 
  when "100100" => 
   temp <= MC; 
   count <= "100101"; 
             when "100101" => 
   key <= RK (511 downto 384); 
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   count <= "100110";  
  when "100110" => 
   ARK1 <= ARK; 
   count <= "100111"; 
  when "100111" => 
   BS1 <= BS; 
   count <= "101000"; 
  when "101000" => 
   SR1 <= SR; 
     count <= "101001"; 
  when "101001" => 
   temp <= MC; 
   count <= "101010"; 
             when "101010" => 
   key <= RK (383 downto 256); 
   count <= "101011";  
  when "101011" => 
   ARK1 <= ARK; 
   count <= "101100"; 
  when "101100" => 
   BS1 <= BS; 
   count <= "101101"; 
  when "101101" => 
   SR1 <= SR; 
     count <= "101110"; 
  when "101110" => 
   temp <= MC; 
   count <= "101111"; 
             when "101111" => 
   key <= RK (255 downto 128); 
   count <= "110000"; 
  when "110000" => 
   ARK1 <= ARK; 
   count <= "110001"; 
  when "110001" => 
   BS1 <= BS; 
   count <= "110010"; 
  when "110010" => 
   temp <= SR; 
     count <= "110011"; 
             when "110011" => 
   key <= RK (127 downto 0); 
   count <= "110100"; 
  when "110100" => 
   oute <= ARK; 
   count <= "110101"; 
  when "110101" => 
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   ready <= '1'; 
   count <= "000000"; 
  when others => 
   count <= "000000"; 
   end case; 
 end if; 
end process; 
process (clk2, rst) 
begin 
 if rst = '1' then 
     count2 <= "000000"; 
  temp2 <= (others => '0'); 
  temp3 <= (others => '0'); 
    key2 <= (others => '0'); 
  ARK3 <= (others => '0'); 
    SR3 <= (others => '0'); 
  MC2 <= (others => '0'); 

  elsif rising_edge (clk2) then 
  if ready = '0' then  
   outd <= (others => '0'); 
  elsif ready = '1' then 
   if decselect = '0' then temp3 <= statein; 
    count2 <= "000000"; 
   elsif decselect = '1' then temp3 <= oute; 
   end if; 
    case count2 is 
    when "000000" => 
        count2 <= "000001"; 
    when "000001" => 
     temp2 <= temp3; 
     count2 <= "000010"; 
    when "000010" => 
     key2 <= RK (127 downto 0); 
     count2 <= "000011"; 
    when "000011" => 
     MC2 <= ARK2; 
     count2 <= "000100"; 
    when "000100" => 
     SR3 <= SR2; 
     count2 <= "000101"; 
    when "000101" => 
     temp2 <= BS2; 
     count2 <= "000110"; 
    when "000110" => 
     key2 <= RK (255 downto 128); 
     count2 <= "000111"; 
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    when "000111" => 
     ARK3 <= ARK2; 
     count2 <= "001000"; 
    when "001000" => 
     MC2 <= MC1; 
     count2 <= "001001"; 
    when "001001" => 
     SR3 <= SR2; 
     count2 <= "001010"; 
    when "001010" =>  
     temp2 <= BS2; 
     count2 <= "001011"; 
    when "001011" => 
     key2 <= RK (383 downto 256); 
     count2 <= "001100"; 
    when "001100" => 
     ARK3 <= ARK2; 
     count2 <= "001101"; 
    when "001101" => 
     MC2 <= MC1; 
     count2 <= "001110"; 
    when "001110" => 
     SR3 <= SR2; 
     count2 <= "001111"; 
    when "001111" => 
     temp2 <= BS2; 
     count2 <= "010000"; 
    when "010000" => 
     key2 <= RK (511 downto 384); 
     count2 <= "010001"; 
    when "010001" => 
     ARK3 <= ARK2; 
     count2 <= "010010"; 
    when "010010" => 
     MC2 <= MC1; 
     count2 <= "010011"; 
    when "010011" => 
     SR3 <= SR2; 
     count2 <= "010100";  
    when "010100" => 
     temp2 <= BS2; 
     count2 <= "010101"; 
    when "010101" => 
     key2 <= RK (639 downto 512); 
     count2 <= "010110"; 
    when "010110" => 
     ARK3 <= ARK2; 
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     count2 <= "010111"; 
    when "010111" => 
     MC2 <= MC1; 
     count2 <= "011000"; 
    when "011000" => 
     SR3 <= SR2; 
     count2 <= "011001"; 
    when "011001" => 
     temp2 <= BS2; 
     count2 <= "011010"; 
    when "011010" => 
     key2 <= RK (767 downto 640); 
     count2 <= "011011"; 
    when "011011" => 
     ARK3 <= ARK2; 
     count2 <= "011100"; 
    when "011100" => 
     MC2 <= MC1; 
     count2 <= "011101"; 
    when "011101" => 
     SR3 <= SR2; 
     count2 <= "011110"; 
    when "011110" => 
     temp2 <= BS2; 
     count2 <= "011111"; 
    when "011111" => 
     key2 <= RK (895 downto 768); 
     count2 <= "100000"; 
    when "100000" => 
     ARK3 <= ARK2; 
     count2 <= "100001"; 
    when "100001" => 
     MC2 <= MC1; 
     count2 <= "100010"; 
    when "100010" => 
     SR3 <= SR2; 
     count2 <= "100011"; 
    when "100011" => 
     temp2 <= BS2; 
     count2 <= "100100"; 
    when "100100" => 
     key2 <= RK (1023 downto 896); 
     count2 <= "100101"; 
    when "100101" => 
     ARK3 <= ARK2; 
     count2 <= "100110"; 
    when "100110" => 
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     MC2 <= MC1; 
     count2 <= "100111"; 
    when "100111" => 
     SR3 <= SR2; 
     count2 <= "101000"; 
    when "101000" => 
     temp2 <= BS2; 
     count2 <= "101001"; 
    when "101001" => 
     key2 <= RK (1151 downto 1024); 
     count2 <= "101010"; 
    when "101010" => 
     ARK3 <= ARK2; 
     count2 <= "101011"; 
    when "101011" => 
     MC2 <= MC1; 
     count2 <= "101100"; 
    when "101100" => 
     SR3 <= SR2; 
     count2 <= "101101"; 
    when "101101" => 
     temp2 <= BS2; 
     count2 <= "101110"; 
    when "101110" => 
     key2 <= RK (1279 downto 1152); 
     count2 <= "101111"; 
    when "101111" => 
     ARK3 <= ARK2; 
     count2 <= "110000"; 
    when "110000" => 
     MC2 <= MC1; 
     count2 <= "110001"; 
    when "110001" => 
     SR3 <= SR2; 
     count2 <= "110010"; 
    when "110010" => 
     temp2 <= BS2; 
     count2 <= "110011"; 
    when "110011" => 
     key2 <= RK (1407 downto 1280); 
     count2 <= "110100"; 
    when "110100" => 
     outd <= ARK2; 
     count2 <= "110101"; 
    when "110101" => 
     outd <= ARK2; 
    when others => 
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     count2 <= "000000"; 
    end case; 
   end if; 
    end if; 
end process; 
process (outselect, clk2) 
begin 
 if rising_edge (clk2) then 
  if outselect = '1' then stateout <= oute; 
  elsif outselect = '0' then stateout <= outd; 
 end if; 
  end if; 
end process; 
END encrypt; 

2-VHDL Program for Proposed S-Box with 32-bits  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Proposed Dynamic S-Box with 32-bits data lines 

Created by : Mohamed Abbas 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------Processing Element ----------------------------------------- 
library ieee; 
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 

entity Processing_Element is 
port( 

D1,D2   : in std_logic; 
clk      : in std_logic; 
rest     : in std_logic; 
K_sel    : in std_logic; 
Sel    : in std_logic; 

 Y1,Y2   : out std_logic); 
end Processing_Element; 
architecture dataflow of Processing_Element is 
signal xor_out , xnor_out, D1_in, D2_in, y1s,y2s:STD_LOGIC; 
begin 
process (D1,D2 ,Sel,clk, rest) 
 begin 

D1_in <=D1; 
 D2_in <=D2; 
 if (Sel = '0')then               ----- Encryption-- 
 xor_out  <= (D1_in xor D2_in)  ; 
 xnor_out <= not(xor_out xor D2_in); 
  if (K_sel = '1') then 
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   y1s<= xnor_out;  
   y2s<= xor_out ; 
  else 
   y1s<= xor_out ; 
   y2s<= xnor_out ; 
  end if; 
  --------------------------end Enc----------------------------- 
 end if; 
 if (Sel = '1')then       
  if (K_sel = '1') then   ----------- Dec-------- 
    D1_in <= D2; 
   D2_in <= D1; 
  else 
    D1_in <= D1; 
   D2_in <= D2; 

  end if; 
  
 xnor_out  <= not(D1_in xor D2_in)  ; 
 xor_out <= (xnor_out xor D1_in); 
 y2s <= xnor_out; 
 y1s <= xor_out; 
 end if ; 
 ---------------------------------------------end Dec------------------------------------------------ 
 if (rest = '1')then  
 Y1 <= '0'; 
 Y2 <= '0'; 
 else 
 if (clk'event AND clk = '1') then 
 Y1<= y1s ; 
 y2<= y2s ; 
 end if; 
 end if; 
end process; 
end dataflow; 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------Mine Network ---------------------------------------------- 
library ieee; 
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 
entity Mine_net is 
port( 
 D_IN       : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(8 downto 1); 
     clk      : in std_logic; 
     rest     : in std_logic; 
 Sel      :in std_logic; 
 K_s     : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(12 downto 1); 
    Y        : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(8 downto 1) 
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   ); 
end Mine_net; 
architecture Mine_net_arch of Mine_net is 
component Processing_Element 
Port( 
 D1,D2  : in std_logic; 
    clk    : in std_logic; 
    rest   : in std_logic; 
 K_sel  : in std_logic; 
    Sel  : in std_logic; 
 Y1,Y2  : out std_logic 
 ); 
end component; 
signal PE1_Y1, PE1_Y2,PE4_Y1,PE4_Y2,PE7_Y1,PE7_Y2,PE10_Y1,PE10_Y2, 
    PE2_Y1,PE2_Y2,PE5_Y1,PE5_Y2,PE8_Y1,PE8_Y2,PE11_Y1,PE11_Y2 
:STD_LOGIC; 
--Signal K_s ,K_t: STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(12 downto 1); 
--signal D_IN :  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(8 downto 1); 
--signal K_s :  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(12 downto 1); 
--    ,Out1,Out2,Out3,Out4,Out5,Out6,Out7,Out8  
begin 
--process (D , D_IN, K_s , K_IN) 
--Begin 
--if (clk'event AND clk = '1') then  
--  D_IN <= D ; 
--  K_s <= K_IN ; 
--end if; 
--end process; 
PE1:Processing_Element 
 port map ( 
    D1  => D_IN(1), 
    D2 => D_IN(2), 
    clk => clk , 
    rest => rest, 
    Sel => Sel, 
    K_sel => K_s(1), 
    Y1 => PE1_Y1, 
    Y2 => PE1_Y2 
   ); 
 PE4:Processing_Element 
 port map ( 
    D1 => D_IN(3), 
    D2 => D_IN(4), 
    clk => clk , 
    rest => rest, 
      Sel => Sel, 
    K_sel => K_s(4), 
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    Y1 => PE4_Y1, 
    Y2 => PE4_Y2 
   ); 
 PE7:Processing_Element 
 port map ( 
    D1 => D_IN(5), 
    D2 => D_IN(6), 
    clk => clk , 
    rest => rest, 
      Sel => Sel, 
    K_sel => K_s(7), 
    Y1 => PE7_Y1, 
    Y2 => PE7_Y2 
   ); 
 PE10:Processing_Element 
 port map ( 
    D1 => D_IN(7), 
    D2 => D_IN(8), 
    clk => clk , 
    rest => rest, 
      Sel => Sel, 
    K_sel => K_s(10), 
    Y1 => PE10_Y1, 
    Y2 => PE10_Y2 
   ); 
 PE2:Processing_Element 
 port map ( 
    D1 => PE1_Y1, 
    D2 => PE7_Y1, 
    clk => clk , 
    rest => rest, 
      Sel => Sel, 
    K_sel => K_s(1), 
    Y1 => PE2_Y1, 
    Y2 => PE2_Y2 
   ); 
 PE5:Processing_Element 
 port map ( 
    D1 => PE4_Y1, 
    D2 => PE10_Y1, 
    clk => clk , 
    rest => rest, 
      Sel => Sel, 
    K_sel => K_s(4), 
    Y1 => PE5_Y1, 
    Y2 => PE5_Y2 
   ); 
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 PE8:Processing_Element 
 port map ( 
    D1 => PE1_Y2, 
    D2 => PE7_Y2, 
    clk => clk , 
    rest => rest, 
      Sel => Sel, 
    K_sel => K_s(7), 
    Y1 => PE8_Y1, 
    Y2 => PE8_Y2 
   ); 
 PE11:Processing_Element 
 port map ( 
    D1 => PE4_Y2, 
    D2 => PE10_Y2, 
    clk => clk , 
    rest => rest, 
      Sel => Sel, 
    K_sel => K_s(10), 
    Y1 => PE11_Y1, 
    Y2 => PE11_Y2 
   ); 
PE3:Processing_Element 
 port map ( 
    D1 => PE2_Y1, 
    D2 => PE8_y1, 
    clk => clk , 
    rest => rest, 
      Sel => Sel, 
    K_sel => K_s(1), 
    Y1 => Y(1), 
    Y2 => Y(2) 
   ); 
 PE6:Processing_Element 
 port map ( 
    D1 => PE5_Y1, 
    D2 => PE11_Y1, 
    clk => clk , 
    rest => rest, 
      Sel => Sel, 
    K_sel => K_s(4), 
    Y1 => Y(3), 
    Y2 => Y(4) 
   ); 
 PE9:Processing_Element 
  port map ( 
    D1 => PE2_Y2, 
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    D2 => PE8_Y2, 
    clk => clk , 
    rest => rest, 
      Sel => Sel, 
    K_sel => K_s(7), 
    Y1 => Y(5), 
    Y2 => Y(6) 
   ); 
 PE12:Processing_Element 
  port map ( 
    D1 => PE5_Y2, 
    D2 => PE11_Y2, 
    clk => clk , 
    rest => rest, 
      Sel => Sel, 
    K_sel => K_s(10), 
    Y1 => Y(7), 
    Y2 => Y(8) 
   ); 
end Mine_net_arch; 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------16 I/O Module-------------------------------------------- 
library ieee; 
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 
entity Mine_16_Module is 
port( 
 D_IN_M16  : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(16 downto 1); 
     clk      : in std_logic; 
     rest     : in std_logic; 
 Sel      :in std_logic; 
 K_s_m16     : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(24 downto 1); 
    Y_m16       : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(16 downto 1)
   ); 
end Mine_16_Module; 
architecture Mine_16_Module_arch of Mine_16_Module is 
component Mine_net 
Port( 
 D_IN       : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(8 downto 1); 
    clk      : in std_logic; 
     rest     : in std_logic; 
 Sel      :in std_logic; 
 K_s      : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(12 downto 1); 
    Y        : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(8 downto 1) 
 ); 
end component; 
signal D_IN_m1,D_IN_m2            :  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(8 downto 1); 
signal Y_m1,Y_m2        :  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(8 downto 1); 
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Signal K_m1 ,K_m2      : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(12 downto 1); 
begin 
process (D_IN_M16 , K_s_m16,D_IN_m1,D_IN_m2,K_m1 ,K_m2) 
begin 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------Data_In Siganls--------------------------------------- 

D_IN_m1(1)<= D_IN_M16(1);  D_IN_m1(2)<= D_IN_M16(2); 
 D_IN_m1(3)<= D_IN_M16(3);  D_IN_m1(4)<= D_IN_M16(4); 
 D_IN_m1(5)<= D_IN_M16(5);  D_IN_m1(6)<= D_IN_M16(6); 

D_IN_m1(7)<= D_IN_M16(7);  D_IN_m1(8)<= D_IN_M16(8); 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

D_IN_m2(1)<= D_IN_M16(9);  D_IN_m2(2)<= D_IN_M16(10);
 D_IN_m2(3)<= D_IN_M16(11);  D_IN_m2(4)<= D_IN_M16(12);
 D_IN_m2(5)<= D_IN_M16(13);  D_IN_m2(6)<= D_IN_M16(14); 

D_IN_m2(7)<= D_IN_M16(15);  D_IN_m2(8)<= D_IN_M16(16); 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------------------------------------Key Signals ------------------------------------------------------ 
K_m1(1)<=K_s_m16(1); K_m1(2)<=K_s_m16(2);  K_m1(3)<=K_s_m16(3); 
K_m1(4)<=K_s_m16(4); K_m1(5)<=K_s_m16(5); K_m1(6)<=K_s_m16(6); 
K_m1(7)<=K_s_m16(7); K_m1(8)<=K_s_m16(8); K_m1(9)<=K_s_m16(9); 
K_m1(10)<=K_s_m16(10); K_m1(11)<=K_s_m16(11);    K_m1(12)<=K_s_m16(12); 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
K_m2(1)<=K_s_m16(13); K_m2(2)<=K_s_m16(14); K_m2(3)<=K_s_m16(15); 
K_m2(4)<=K_s_m16(16); K_m2(5)<=K_s_m16(17); K_m2(6)<=K_s_m16(18); 
K_m2(7)<=K_s_m16(19); K_m2(8)<=K_s_m16(20); K_m2(9)<=K_s_m16(21); 
K_m2(10)<=K_s_m16(22); K_m2(11)<=K_s_m16(23); K_m2(12)<=K_s_m16(24); 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
END PROCESS; 
Net1:Mine_net 
  port map 
  ( 
    D_IN => D_IN_m1, 
    clk  => clk,   
        rest => rest,   
    Sel  => sel , 
    K_s  => K_m1,   
       Y    => Y_m1 
   ); 
Net2:Mine_net 
  port map 
  ( 
    D_IN => D_IN_m2, 
    clk  => clk,   
        rest => rest,   
    Sel  => sel , 
    K_s  => K_m2,   
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       Y    => Y_m2 
   ); 

-----------------------------------------------------OutPut--------------------------------------------------- 
Y_m16(1)<= Y_m1(1); Y_m16(2)<= Y_m1(2); Y_m16(3)<= Y_m1(3); 
Y_m16(4)<= Y_m1(4); Y_m16(5)<= Y_m1(5); Y_m16(6)<= Y_m1(6); 
Y_m16(7)<= Y_m1(7); Y_m16(8)<= Y_m1(8);  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Y_m16(9)<= Y_m2(1); Y_m16(10)<= Y_m2(2); Y_m16(11)<= Y_m2(3); 
Y_m16(12)<= Y_m2(4); Y_m16(13)<= Y_m2(5); Y_m16(14)<= Y_m2(6); 
Y_m16(15)<= Y_m2(7); Y_m16(16)<= Y_m2(8); 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
end Mine_16_Module_arch; 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
----------------------------------------------32 I/O Module------------------------------------------------- 
library ieee; 
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 
entity Mine_32_Module is 
port( 
 D_IN_M : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(32 downto 1); 
     clk    : in std_logic; 
     rest   : in std_logic; 
 Sel    :in std_logic; 
 K_s_m    : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(48 downto 1); 
    Y_m      : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(32 downto 1) 
  ); 
end Mine_32_Module; 
architecture Mine_32_Module_arch of Mine_32_Module is 
component Mine_net 
Port( 

D_IN      : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(8 downto 1); 
     clk    : in std_logic; 
     rest   : in std_logic; 
 Sel    :in std_logic; 
 K_s    : in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(12 downto 1); 
    Y      : out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(8 downto 1) 
 ); 
end component; 
signal D_IN_m1,D_IN_m2,D_IN_m3,D_IN_m4 :  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(8 downto 1); 
signal Y_m1,Y_m2,Y_m3,Y_m4      :  STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(8 downto 1); 
Signal K_m1 ,K_m2,K_m3,k_m4     : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(12 downto 1); 
begin 
process (D_IN_M , K_s_m,D_IN_m1,D_IN_m2,D_IN_m3,D_IN_m4,K_m1 
,K_m2,K_m3,k_m4) 
begin 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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-----------------------------------------------------Data_In Siganls---------------------------------------- 
D_IN_m1(1)<= D_IN_M(1);  D_IN_m1(2)<= D_IN_M(2);   
D_IN_m1(3)<= D_IN_M(3);  D_IN_m1(4)<= D_IN_M(4);   
D_IN_m1(5)<= D_IN_M(5);  D_IN_m1(6)<= D_IN_M(6); 
D_IN_m1(7)<= D_IN_M(7);  D_IN_m1(8)<= D_IN_M(8); 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
D_IN_m2(1)<= D_IN_M(9);  D_IN_m2(2)<= D_IN_M(10);  
D_IN_m2(3)<= D_IN_M(11); D_IN_m2(4)<= D_IN_M(12);  
D_IN_m2(5)<= D_IN_M(13); D_IN_m2(6)<= D_IN_M(14); 
D_IN_m2(7)<= D_IN_M(15); D_IN_m2(8)<= D_IN_M(16); 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
D_IN_m3(1)<= D_IN_M(17); D_IN_m3(2)<= D_IN_M(18);  
D_IN_m3(3)<= D_IN_M(19); D_IN_m3(4)<= D_IN_M(20);  
D_IN_m3(5)<= D_IN_M(21); D_IN_m3(6)<= D_IN_M(22); 
D_IN_m3(7)<= D_IN_M(23); D_IN_m3(8)<= D_IN_M(24); 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
D_IN_m4(1)<= D_IN_M(25); D_IN_m4(2)<= D_IN_M(26);  
D_IN_m4(3)<= D_IN_M(27); D_IN_m4(4)<= D_IN_M(28);  
D_IN_m4(5)<= D_IN_M(29); D_IN_m4(6)<= D_IN_M(30); 
D_IN_m4(7)<= D_IN_M(31); D_IN_m4(8)<= D_IN_M(32); 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
----------------------------------------------Key Signals ---------------------------------------------------- 
K_m1(1)<=K_s_m(1); K_m1(2)<=K_s_m(2); K_m1(3)<=K_s_m(3); 
K_m1(4)<=K_s_m(4); K_m1(5)<=K_s_m(5); K_m1(6)<=K_s_m(6); 
K_m1(7)<=K_s_m(7); K_m1(8)<=K_s_m(8); K_m1(9)<=K_s_m(9); 
K_m1(10)<=K_s_m(10); K_m1(11)<=K_s_m(11); K_m1(12)<=K_s_m(12); 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
K_m2(1)<=K_s_m(13); K_m2(2)<=K_s_m(14); K_m2(3)<=K_s_m(15); 
K_m2(4)<=K_s_m(16); K_m2(5)<=K_s_m(17); K_m2(6)<=K_s_m(18); 
K_m2(7)<=K_s_m(19); K_m2(8)<=K_s_m(20); K_m2(9)<=K_s_m(21); 
K_m2(10)<=K_s_m(22); K_m2(11)<=K_s_m(23); K_m2(12)<=K_s_m(24); 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
K_m3(1)<=K_s_m(25); K_m3(2)<=K_s_m(26); K_m3(3)<=K_s_m(27); 
K_m3(4)<=K_s_m(28); K_m3(5)<=K_s_m(29); K_m3(6)<=K_s_m(30); 
K_m3(7)<=K_s_m(31); K_m3(8)<=K_s_m(32);  K_m3(9)<=K_s_m(33); 
K_m3(10)<=K_s_m(34); K_m3(11)<=K_s_m(35); K_m3(12)<=K_s_m(36); 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
K_m4(1)<=K_s_m(37); K_m4(2)<=K_s_m(38); K_m4(3)<=K_s_m(39); 
K_m4(4)<=K_s_m(40); K_m4(5)<=K_s_m(41); K_m4(6)<=K_s_m(42); 
K_m4(7)<=K_s_m(43); K_m4(8)<=K_s_m(44); K_m4(9)<=K_s_m(45); 
K_m4(10)<=K_s_m(46); K_m4(11)<=K_s_m(47); K_m4(12)<=K_s_m(48); 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
END PROCESS; 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Net1:Mine_net 
  port map 
  ( 
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    D_IN => D_IN_m1, 
    clk  => clk,   
        rest => rest,   
    Sel  => sel , 
    K_s  => K_m1,   
       Y    => Y_m1 
   ); 

Net2:Mine_net 
  port map 
  ( 
    D_IN => D_IN_m2, 
    clk  => clk,   
        rest => rest,   
    Sel  => sel , 
    K_s  => K_m2,   
       Y    => Y_m2 
   ); 
Net3:Mine_net 
  port map 
  ( 
    D_IN => D_IN_m3, 
    clk  => clk,   
        rest => rest,   
    Sel  => sel , 
    K_s  => K_m3,   
       Y    => Y_m3 
   ); 
Net4:Mine_net 
  port map 
  ( 
    D_IN => D_IN_m4, 
    clk  => clk,   
        rest => rest,   
    Sel  => sel , 
    K_s  => K_m4,   
       Y    => Y_m4 
   ); 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------OutPut----------------------------------------------------- 
Y_m(1)<= Y_m1(1); Y_m(2)<= Y_m1(2); Y_m(3)<= Y_m1(3); Y_m(4)<= Y_m1(4); 
Y_m(5)<= Y_m1(5); Y_m(6)<= Y_m1(6); Y_m(7)<= Y_m1(7); Y_m(8)<= Y_m1(8); 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Y_m(9)<= Y_m2(1); Y_m(10)<= Y_m2(2); Y_m(11)<= Y_m2(3); Y_m(12)<= Y_m2(4); 
Y_m(13)<= Y_m2(5); Y_m(14)<= Y_m2(6); Y_m(15)<= Y_m2(7); Y_m(16)<= Y_m2(8); 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Y_m(17)<= Y_m3(1); Y_m(18)<= Y_m3(2); Y_m(19)<= Y_m3(3); Y_m(20)<= Y_m3(4); 
Y_m(21)<= Y_m3(5); Y_m(22)<= Y_m3(6); Y_m(23)<= Y_m3(7); Y_m(24)<= Y_m3(8); 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Y_m(25)<= Y_m4(1); Y_m(26)<= Y_m4(2); Y_m(27)<= Y_m4(3); Y_m(28)<= Y_m4(4); 
Y_m(29)<= Y_m4(5); Y_m(30)<= Y_m4(6); Y_m(31)<= Y_m4(7); Y_m(32)<= Y_m4(8); 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 end Mine_32_Module_arch;
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APPENDIX                                            B
UniDAQ 
Universal Digital signal processor Data Acquisition board

Corporate Project with Micro Electronic Design Center MEDC, NCRRT, 
EAEA. 

Researcher: Ahmed Mohamed Abbas 
German Coordinator: Heinz Rongen
Egyptian Supervisors : M. Ashour, H. Kalaesh 



UniDAq: (2)
Heinz Rongen, Ralf Engels, Uwe Clemens Forschungszentrum Jülich, ZEL 52425 Jülich, Germany
Tel: +49-(0)2461-614512 Fax: +49-(0)2461-613990 Email: H.Rongen@fz-juelich.de

UniDAq is a universal Data acquisition board with a local Digital Signal processor and a 
Field Programmable Gate Array. With this two, application specific programmable 
components, UniDAq is a very universal Data acquisition board.

UniDAq block diagram:

UniDAQ is available with a standard PCI or with a compact-PCI (cPCI) interface 
connector. With this two connectors UniDAQ fits in a normal PC and also in a industrial 
19“ rack environment. 

UniDAq uses the following PCI IDs:
Vendor ID: 104C hex (Texas Instruments)
Product ID: AC60 hex (PCI2040 interface)
Class: 0B  hex (Processor board)
Subclass: 80 hex
SubVendorID: 2810 hex
SubProductID: 9101 hex

PCI compactPCI

PCI Controller
PCI 2040

PCI to DSP bridge

DSP D.Module
TMS 320 C 6701

local bus (32 bit Data, Adr, Ctrl, INT, IO)

32 MByte
SDRAM

DPiggy Modul
Application specific

Data acquisition
I/O Modul

Xilinx FPGA
XCV 300 150 IOs

Program

User I/O
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The D.Module.C6201/C6701

The D.Module.C6201/C6701 is an ultra high performance solution for the most
demanding embedded DSP applications. It features:
• Texas Instruments TMS320C6201B DSP, 

16/32 bit integer arithmetic, up to 1600 MIPS
• TMS320C6701 DSP, 

16/32 bit integer and 32 bit floating point arithmetic, up to 1 GFLOP
• 512 Kbytes zero wait state synchronous burst static RAM memory expansion,

supporting byte, half-word and 32 bit word accesses
• 512 Kbytes (256K x 16 bit) sector architecture F lash Memory for non-volatile

program and data storage
• support for external memory expansion with synchronous DRAM
• Power Supply Supervisor and Watchdog
• UART with RS232 line interface for asynchronous communication
• in-system-programmable 32 macrocell CPLD, user-configurable as Bit-I/O Port, 

Adaptation to peripheral devices etc.
• Wait State Generator
• Access to all DSP signals (Multichannel Buffered Serial Ports, Timer, Emulation 

Port, External Bus Interface, Host Interface etc.)
• Level Shifters for MCBSPs, Timer-Inputs and External Bus Interface supporting 

direct connection of 5V devices.
• Pre-decoded Select Signals for I/O and Memory Expansion
• Software controlled Module Configuration
• Clock Synthesizer 118 .. 200 MHz
• BIOS Programming Interface
• 3.3V Single Supply
• Stand Alone Operation
• Standardized Mechanics and Pinout for compatibility with a wide variety of 

peripheral modules, up- and downward compatibility to other members of the 
D.Module family of DSP boards

This module is particularly suited for applications requiring a small size stand alone 
CPU-board, capable of high-speed data transfer and ultra-high signal processing power, 
besides performing the control and communication tasks common to a typical
embedded system.
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Block diagram of the D.Module.C6201/C6701
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Block diagram of the D.Module.C6201/C6701
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Board configuration items which must be controlled at runtime are under software 
control via the Board Configuration Register. Additional solder links exist to select the 
board set-up, i.e. clock frequency, boot mode, enable or disable the watchdog function
and host interface mode. The location of these solder links is shown in the figure below:

Memory
Besides the DSP's internal memory (64 Kbytes data memory and 64 Kbytes program 
memory), the D.Module.C6201/C6701 is equipped with 512 Kbytes zero wait state 
synchronous burst static RAM (SBSRAM) and a non-volatile Flash Memory, 512 Kbytes 
organized as 256k x 16bit, for program and parameter storage. Depending on the 
selected memory map, either the SBSRAM is located at address 0 or the internal 
program memory. The internal program memory can also be configured as a program 
cache. This is useful if your application uses far more than the 64 Kbytes code that can 
be stored in the internal program memory. We recommend to use MAP 1 (internal 
PRAM at address 0) as long as your program code is smaller than 64 Kbytes. If your 
program is larger, you should first try to move all parts of it which are only called once 
(typically initialization routines) to the SBSRAM. Selecting MAP 0 and using the internal 
program memory as a cache makes sense if the frequently called parts of your program 
exceed 64 Kbytes.
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Memory Map 1:
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Memory Map 1:
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External Interrupts
The four external interrupt inputs of the TMS320C6201/C6701 are edge sensitive and 
have configurable polarity. To provide 5V tolerance, an inverter is used to connect the 
D.Module's external interrupt inputs nINT0 .. nINT3 to the DSP interrupts INT4 .. INT7. 
Thus, if the external interrupt polarity in the DSP External Interrupt Polarity register is 
set to it's default value (active high), nINT0 .. nINT3 are active low triggered, i.e. a high 
to low transition on these pins generates an interrupt condition.
If you need active-high external interrupts (a low to high transition generates an
interrupt), configure the DSP interrupt inputs as active low by setting the corresponding 
bit to '1' in the External Interrupt Polarity register. Only 12 of the total of 16 available 
interrupt sources (external and internal) can be used by the DSP. The Interrupt Selector 
/ Multiplexer configures which interrupts are used and determine their priority. Please 
refer to the TMS320C6201/C6701 Peripherals Reference Guide for additional
information.
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User Programmable CPLD
The D.ModuleC6201/C6701 is equipped with a 100 MHz, 32 macrocell in-system-
programmable CPLD: a Lattice Semiconductor ispLSI 2032V device. This CPLD is used 
to customize the module to the user's requirements for additional bit-I/O, decoders, 
interfaces etc. This enables the user to directly connect standard peripherals, e.g . a 
network controller with ISA-Bus interface, to the D.Module.C6201/C6701 without
additional glue logic by implementing a suitable decoder and/or state machine in the 
User CPLD. To facilitate this, the CPLD is pre-connected to the DSP's data-, address-
and control-signals. Ready signals from external devices can be used to force wait 
states by connecting the external device's READY signal to the module's nWAIT input 
and setting the U_WAIT bit in the Module Configuration Register.
The CPLD is based on non-volatile E²CMOS technology: it is electrically erasable and 
re-programmable, 20 years data retention and more than 10,000 erase and
programming cycles are guaranteed. 

By default, the CPLD is programmed as a 16 bit input port with interrupt-on-change
capability.
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User Programmable CPLD
The D.ModuleC6201/C6701 is equipped with a 100 MHz, 32 macrocell in-system-
programmable CPLD: a Lattice Semiconductor ispLSI 2032V device. This CPLD is used 
to customize the module to the user's requirements for additional bit-I/O, decoders, 
interfaces etc. This enables the user to directly connect standard peripherals, e.g . a 
network controller with ISA-Bus interface, to the D.Module.C6201/C6701 without
additional glue logic by implementing a suitable decoder and/or state machine in the 
User CPLD. To facilitate this, the CPLD is pre-connected to the DSP's data-, address-
and control-signals. Ready signals from external devices can be used to force wait 
states by connecting the external device's READY signal to the module's nWAIT input 
and setting the U_WAIT bit in the Module Configuration Register.
The CPLD is based on non-volatile E²CMOS technology: it is electrically erasable and 
re-programmable, 20 years data retention and more than 10,000 erase and
programming cycles are guaranteed. 

By default, the CPLD is programmed as a 16 bit input port with interrupt-on-change
capability.
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Board layout:
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x. DPiggy Module Specification

size:  76,2 * 87,6 mm     = 60 * 69 TE (1 TE = 1,27 mm)

1,27

1,27

Abstand 2.54

16 pin, 1.27 mm Raster

A B

pin1

pin 68

76,2 mm = 60 TE

87
,6

3 
m

m
 =

 6
9 

TE

CDE

68 pin, 1.27 mm Raster

24 pin, 1.27 mm Raster

F
10 pin, 2,54 mm Raster
1

connector F:
1 VCC
2 GND
3 V3.3
4 xi_CLK
5 xi_Done
6 xi_D0
7 *xi_Prog
8 *xi_Init
9 *at_SerEn
10 *Master/Slave
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x. DPiggy Module Specification

size:  76,2 * 87,6 mm     = 60 * 69 TE (1 TE = 1,27 mm)
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24 pin, 1.27 mm Raster

F
10 pin, 2,54 mm Raster
1

connector F:
1 VCC
2 GND
3 V3.3
4 xi_CLK
5 xi_Done
6 xi_D0
7 *xi_Prog
8 *xi_Init
9 *at_SerEn
10 *Master/Slave
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A B C D E
1 AGnd VCC VCC VCC V3.3
2 AGnd GND GND GND GND
3 Aio_0 IO128 IO 64 IO 00 D0
4 Aio_1 IO129 IO 65 IO 01 D1
5 Aio_2 IO130 IO 66 IO 02 D2
6 Aio_3 IO131 IO 67 IO 03 D3
7 Aio_4 IO132 IO 68 IO 04 D4
8 Aio_5 IO133 IO 69 IO 05 D5
9 Aio_6 IO134 IO 70 IO 06 D6
10 Aio_7 IO135 IO 71 IO 07 D7
11 Aio_8 IO136 IO 72 IO 08 D8
12 Aio_9 IO137 IO 73 IO 09 D9
13 Aio_10 IO138 IO 74 IO 10 D10
14 Aio_11 IO139 IO 75 IO 11 D11
15 AGnd IO140 IO 76 IO 12 D12
16 AGnd IO141 IO 77 IO 13 D13
17 IO142 IO 78 IO 14 D14
18 IO143 IO 79 IO 15 D15
19 IO144 IO 80 IO 16 D16
20 IO145 IO 81 IO 17 D17
21 IO146 IO 82 IO 18 D18
22 IO147 IO 83 IO 19 D19
23 IO148 IO 84 IO 20 D20
24 IO149 IO 85 IO 21 D21
25 IO 86 IO 22 D22
26 IO 87 IO 23 D23
27 IO 88 IO 24 D24
28 IO 89 IO 25 D25
29 IO 90 IO 26 D26
30 IO 91 IO 27 D27
31 IO 92 IO 28 D28
32 IO 93 IO 29 D29
33 IO 94 IO 30 D30
34 IO 95 IO 31 D31
35 IO 96 IO 32 GND
36 IO 97 IO 33 A0
37 IO 98 IO 34 A1
38 IO 99 IO 35 A2
39 IO 100 IO 36 A3
40 IO 101 IO 37 A4
41 IO 102 IO 38 A5
42 IO 103 IO 39 A6
43 IO 104 IO 40 A7
44 IO 105 IO 41 *IOSEL
45 IO 106 IO 42 *WR
46 IO 107 IO 43 *RD
47 IO 108 IO 44 *INT
48 IO 109 IO 45 *Reset
49 IO 110 IO 46 Clk
50 IO 111 IO 47 GND
51 IO 112 IO 48 DspIO 0
52 IO 113 IO 49 DspIO 1
53 AGnd IO 114 IO 50 DspIO 2
54 AGnd IO 115 IO 51 DspIO 3
55 AGnd IO 116 IO 52 DspIO 4
56 AGnd IO 117 IO 53 DspIO 5
57 + 5 Volt IO 118 IO 54 DspIO 6
58 + 5 Volt IO 119 IO 55 DspIO 7
59 - 5 Volt IO 120 IO 56 DspIO 8
60 - 5 Volt IO 121 IO 57 DspIO 9
61 + 12 Volt IO 122 IO 58 DspIO 10
62 + 12 Volt IO 123 IO 59 DspIO 11
63 - 12 Volt IO 124 IO 60 DspIO 12
64 - 12 Volt IO 125 IO 61 DspIO 13
65 AGnd IO 126 IO 62 DspIO 14
66 AGnd IO 127 IO 63 DspIO 15
67 AGnd GND GND GND
68 AGnd VCC VCC V3.3
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Plug B Sig pin
B1 VCC
B2 GND
B3 IO128 T2
B4 IO129 U1
B5 IO130 U3
B6 IO131 U4
B7 IO132 V3
B8 IO133 W1
B9 IO134 W3
B10 IO135 W4
B11 IO136 Y1
B12 IO137 Y2
B13 IO138 Y4
B14 IO139 AA2
B15 IO140 AA3
B16 IO141 AC2
B17 IO142 AC4
B18 IO143 AD1
B19 IO144 AJ24
B20 IO145 AJ26
B21 IO146 AJ27
B22 IO147 AK17
B23 IO148 AK18
B24 IO149 AL28

Plug C Sig Pin
C1 VCC
C2 GND
C3 IO64 U30
C4 IO65 U31
C5 IO66 V29
C6 IO67 V30
C7 IO68 W28
C8 IO69 W29
C9 IO70 W30
C10 IO71 Y28
C11 IO72 Y29
C12 IO73 Y31
C13 IO74 AA29
C14 IO75 AA30
C15 IO76 AB29
C16 IO77 AB31
C17 IO78 AC29
C18 IO79 AC30
C19 IO80 AJ30
C20 IO81 AH31
C21 IO82 AH30
C22 IO83 AG31
C23 IO84 AG30
C24 IO85 AG29
C25 IO86 AG28
C26 IO87 AF31
C27 IO88 AF30
C28 IO89 AF29
C29 IO90 AE28
C30 IO91 AD31
C31 IO92 AD30
C32 IO93 AD29
C33 IO94 AD28
C34 IO95 AH5
C35 IO96 AH6
C36 IO97 AH7
C37 IO98 AH9
C38 IO99 AH10
C39 IO100 AH12
C40 IO101 AH13
C41 IO102 AH14
C42 IO103 AH15
C43 IO104 AJ4
C44 IO105 AJ5
C45 IO106 AJ6
C46 IO107 AJ8
C47 IO108 AJ9
C48 IO109 AJ11
C49 IO110 AJ13
C50 IO111 AJ14
C51 IO112 AJ15
C52 IO113 AL15
C53 IO114 AL12
C54 IO115 AL10
C55 IO116 AL6
C56 IO117 AL5
C57 IO118 AK14
C58 IO119 AK12
C59 IO120 AK11
C60 IO121 AK10
C61 IO122 AK9
C62 IO123 AK7
C63 IO124 AK6
C64 IO125 AK5
C65 IO126 AK4
C66 IO127 AK3
C67 GND
C68 VCC

Plug D Sig. pin
D1 VCC
D2 GND
D3 IO00 C30
D4 IO01 D30
D5 IO02 D31
D6 IO03 E28
D7 IO04 E29
D8 IO05 E30
D9 IO06 E31
D10 IO07 F29
D11 IO08 G28
D12 IO09 G29
D13 IO10 G30
D14 IO11 H28
D15 IO12 H29
D16 IO13 H30
D17 IO14 H31
D18 IO15 J29
D19 IO16 K28
D20 IO17 K30
D21 IO18 T31
D22 IO19 R30
D23 IO20 R29
D24 IO21 R28
D25 IO22 P30
D26 IO23 P29
D27 IO24 P28
D28 IO25 N31
D29 IO26 N28
D30 IO27 M31
D31 IO28 M30
D32 IO29 M29
D33 IO30 L30
D34 IO31 L29
D35 IO32 AH17
D36 IO33 AH18
D37 IO34 AH20
D38 IO35 AH22
D39 IO36 AH23
D40 IO37 AH25
D41 IO38 AH26
D42 IO39 AJ19
D43 IO40 AJ20
D44 IO41 AJ21
D45 IO42 AJ22
D46 IO43 AJ23
D47 IO44 AJ24
D48 IO45 AJ26
D49 IO46 AJ27
D50 IO47 AK17
D51 IO48 AK18
D52 IO49 AL28
D53 IO50 AL27
D54 IO51 AL26
D55 IO52 AL22
D56 IO53 AL20
D57 IO54 AL19
D58 IO55 AL17
D59 IO56 AK28
D60 IO57 AK26
D61 IO58 AK25
D62 IO59 AK24
D63 IO60 AK21
D64 IO61 AK20
D65 IO62 T30
D66 IO63 U29
D67 GND
D68 VCC
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Plug B Sig pin
B1 VCC
B2 GND
B3 IO128 T2
B4 IO129 U1
B5 IO130 U3
B6 IO131 U4
B7 IO132 V3
B8 IO133 W1
B9 IO134 W3
B10 IO135 W4
B11 IO136 Y1
B12 IO137 Y2
B13 IO138 Y4
B14 IO139 AA2
B15 IO140 AA3
B16 IO141 AC2
B17 IO142 AC4
B18 IO143 AD1
B19 IO144 AJ24
B20 IO145 AJ26
B21 IO146 AJ27
B22 IO147 AK17
B23 IO148 AK18
B24 IO149 AL28

Plug C Sig Pin
C1 VCC
C2 GND
C3 IO64 U30
C4 IO65 U31
C5 IO66 V29
C6 IO67 V30
C7 IO68 W28
C8 IO69 W29
C9 IO70 W30
C10 IO71 Y28
C11 IO72 Y29
C12 IO73 Y31
C13 IO74 AA29
C14 IO75 AA30
C15 IO76 AB29
C16 IO77 AB31
C17 IO78 AC29
C18 IO79 AC30
C19 IO80 AJ30
C20 IO81 AH31
C21 IO82 AH30
C22 IO83 AG31
C23 IO84 AG30
C24 IO85 AG29
C25 IO86 AG28
C26 IO87 AF31
C27 IO88 AF30
C28 IO89 AF29
C29 IO90 AE28
C30 IO91 AD31
C31 IO92 AD30
C32 IO93 AD29
C33 IO94 AD28
C34 IO95 AH5
C35 IO96 AH6
C36 IO97 AH7
C37 IO98 AH9
C38 IO99 AH10
C39 IO100 AH12
C40 IO101 AH13
C41 IO102 AH14
C42 IO103 AH15
C43 IO104 AJ4
C44 IO105 AJ5
C45 IO106 AJ6
C46 IO107 AJ8
C47 IO108 AJ9
C48 IO109 AJ11
C49 IO110 AJ13
C50 IO111 AJ14
C51 IO112 AJ15
C52 IO113 AL15
C53 IO114 AL12
C54 IO115 AL10
C55 IO116 AL6
C56 IO117 AL5
C57 IO118 AK14
C58 IO119 AK12
C59 IO120 AK11
C60 IO121 AK10
C61 IO122 AK9
C62 IO123 AK7
C63 IO124 AK6
C64 IO125 AK5
C65 IO126 AK4
C66 IO127 AK3
C67 GND
C68 VCC

Plug D Sig. pin
D1 VCC
D2 GND
D3 IO00 C30
D4 IO01 D30
D5 IO02 D31
D6 IO03 E28
D7 IO04 E29
D8 IO05 E30
D9 IO06 E31
D10 IO07 F29
D11 IO08 G28
D12 IO09 G29
D13 IO10 G30
D14 IO11 H28
D15 IO12 H29
D16 IO13 H30
D17 IO14 H31
D18 IO15 J29
D19 IO16 K28
D20 IO17 K30
D21 IO18 T31
D22 IO19 R30
D23 IO20 R29
D24 IO21 R28
D25 IO22 P30
D26 IO23 P29
D27 IO24 P28
D28 IO25 N31
D29 IO26 N28
D30 IO27 M31
D31 IO28 M30
D32 IO29 M29
D33 IO30 L30
D34 IO31 L29
D35 IO32 AH17
D36 IO33 AH18
D37 IO34 AH20
D38 IO35 AH22
D39 IO36 AH23
D40 IO37 AH25
D41 IO38 AH26
D42 IO39 AJ19
D43 IO40 AJ20
D44 IO41 AJ21
D45 IO42 AJ22
D46 IO43 AJ23
D47 IO44 AJ24
D48 IO45 AJ26
D49 IO46 AJ27
D50 IO47 AK17
D51 IO48 AK18
D52 IO49 AL28
D53 IO50 AL27
D54 IO51 AL26
D55 IO52 AL22
D56 IO53 AL20
D57 IO54 AL19
D58 IO55 AL17
D59 IO56 AK28
D60 IO57 AK26
D61 IO58 AK25
D62 IO59 AK24
D63 IO60 AK21
D64 IO61 AK20
D65 IO62 T30
D66 IO63 U29
D67 GND
D68 VCC
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UniDAq Software Interface

The Device Driver for UniDAq consists of:
HrTMSC6x.SYS the Device Driver for Windows NT
HrDSPC6x.DLL the API for Applications
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UniDAq Host API

#define C6xBoardType_JudidtLBC 0x28109001
#define C6xBoardType_Judidt4C6x 0x28109002
#define C6xBoardType_UniDAQ 0x28109101

HANDLE Pci2040_OpenBoard(DWORD BoardTyp, int ntes);
Opens a board defined by „BoardTyp“. BoardTyp is one of the above definitions for 
the different TMS320C6xxxx based DSP boards. If there are more than one board of 
the same type is in the system „ntes“ defines which board to be opened. Normal ntes 
is 0. After successful initialization of the board the function return a HANDLE to this 
board. This handle has to be locally saved and is used in further function calls.

void   Pci2040_CloseBoard (HANDLE hBoard);
Closes the DSP board defined by the handle „hBoard“.

BOOL Pci2040_LoadFPGA (HANDLE hBoard, LPSTR XiFilename);
Load the onboard Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) with the design specified 
with „XiFilename“. This is a standard Bitfile from the VHDL design tool.

//----- DSP related calls ---------------------------------------------
HANDLE C6x_OpenDsp (HANDLE hBoard, DWORD nter);

Opens a DSP on the by „hBoard“ defined board. If there are more than one DSP on 
the board, „nter“ defines which DSP to be opened. Normal nter is 0. After successful 
initialization of the DSP, the function return a HANDLE to this DSP. This handle has 
to be locally saved and is used in further DSP function calls.

void   C6x_CloseDsp (HANDLE hDsp);
Closes the DSP defined by „hDsp“.

BOOL C6x_CoffLoad (HANDLE hDsp, LPSTR fn, BOOL StartDsp);
Loads the DSP program specified by „fn“ to the DSP defined by „hDsp“. After
successful download of the program the parameter „StartDsp“ defines whether the 
DSP is started or not.

void C6x_ResetDsp (HANDLE hDsp);
The DSP specified by „hDsp“ is reset. After reset the DSP stops execution of all 
programs and is waiting for a program (and/or data) download; or if a DSP program is 
already loaded the DSP could be started again.

void C6x_StartDsp (HANDLE hDsp);
Starts the DSP specified by „hDsp“. 
The DSP starts the program execution at address 0.

void C6x_SetMemPointer (HANDLE hDsp, DWORD adr);
Set the HPI-DMA memory pointer of the DSP defined by „hDsp“ to the address „adr“. 
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UniDAq Host API

#define C6xBoardType_JudidtLBC 0x28109001
#define C6xBoardType_Judidt4C6x 0x28109002
#define C6xBoardType_UniDAQ 0x28109101

HANDLE Pci2040_OpenBoard(DWORD BoardTyp, int ntes);
Opens a board defined by „BoardTyp“. BoardTyp is one of the above definitions for 
the different TMS320C6xxxx based DSP boards. If there are more than one board of 
the same type is in the system „ntes“ defines which board to be opened. Normal ntes 
is 0. After successful initialization of the board the function return a HANDLE to this 
board. This handle has to be locally saved and is used in further function calls.

void   Pci2040_CloseBoard (HANDLE hBoard);
Closes the DSP board defined by the handle „hBoard“.

BOOL Pci2040_LoadFPGA (HANDLE hBoard, LPSTR XiFilename);
Load the onboard Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) with the design specified 
with „XiFilename“. This is a standard Bitfile from the VHDL design tool.

//----- DSP related calls ---------------------------------------------
HANDLE C6x_OpenDsp (HANDLE hBoard, DWORD nter);

Opens a DSP on the by „hBoard“ defined board. If there are more than one DSP on 
the board, „nter“ defines which DSP to be opened. Normal nter is 0. After successful 
initialization of the DSP, the function return a HANDLE to this DSP. This handle has 
to be locally saved and is used in further DSP function calls.

void   C6x_CloseDsp (HANDLE hDsp);
Closes the DSP defined by „hDsp“.

BOOL C6x_CoffLoad (HANDLE hDsp, LPSTR fn, BOOL StartDsp);
Loads the DSP program specified by „fn“ to the DSP defined by „hDsp“. After
successful download of the program the parameter „StartDsp“ defines whether the 
DSP is started or not.

void C6x_ResetDsp (HANDLE hDsp);
The DSP specified by „hDsp“ is reset. After reset the DSP stops execution of all 
programs and is waiting for a program (and/or data) download; or if a DSP program is 
already loaded the DSP could be started again.

void C6x_StartDsp (HANDLE hDsp);
Starts the DSP specified by „hDsp“. 
The DSP starts the program execution at address 0.

void C6x_SetMemPointer (HANDLE hDsp, DWORD adr);
Set the HPI-DMA memory pointer of the DSP defined by „hDsp“ to the address „adr“. 
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DWORD C6x_GetSymbolAddress (LPSTR DspProg, LPSTR Symbolname);
Looks for a „Symbolname“ in the DSP program „DspProg“. If the symbolname exist, 
the function returns the absolute address of this symbol. Otherwise the function
returns 0.
The returned symbol address could be used in a further call to „C6x_SetMemPointer“.

BOOL C6x_SetMemPointerSymbol (HANDLE hDsp, LPSTR DspProg, LPSTR 
Symbolname);

This function combines the „C6x_GetSymbolAddress“ and „C6x_SetMemPointer“
functions in a way that the HPI-DMA pointer of the DSP „hDsp“ is initialized with the 
address of the symbol „Symbolname“  in the DSP program „DspProg“.

BOOL C6x_CheckHostInt (HANDLE hDsp);
Check if the DSP „hDsp“ has set the Host-Interrupt Flag.
This functions returns immediately with TRUE (Host-Int is set) or FALSE (Host-Int is 
not set). This Flag is set by the DSP and can be checked by the Host for
synchronization between DSP and Host.

BOOL C6x_WaitHostInt (HANDLE hDsp, DWORD TimeoutMs);
Wait for the Host-Interrupt Flag of the DSP „hDsp“ to be set. This functions returns
with TRUE when the Host-Interrupt is set or FALSE when after the „TimeoutMs“ time 
the Host-Interrupt is still not set.

BOOL C6x_ResetHostInt (HANDLE hDsp);
After recognition of the Host-Interrupt Flag of the DSP „hDsp“, the application can 
reset this flag.

void C6x_SetDspInt (HANDLE hDsp);
Set the DSP-Interrupt Flag of the DSP „hDsp“. This Flag can be checked in the DSP 
program for synchronization between Host and DSP.

void C6x_WrInt (HANDLE hDsp, int d, BOOL inc);
Write a single integer data „d“ to the DSP „hDsp“. The data is written to the memory 
location pointed to by „C6x_SetMemPointer“. After writting the memory pointer is 
incremented if „inc“ is TRUE. This allows continous writting of data.
(Integer is defined as 32 bit signed integer or DWORD)

int C6x_RdInt (HANDLE hDsp, BOOL inc);
Read a single integer data from the DSP „hDsp“. The data is read from the memory 
location pointed to by „C6x_SetMemPointer“. After writting the memory pointer is 
incremented if „inc“ is TRUE. This allows continous reading of data.
(Integer is defined as 32 bit signed integer or DWORD)
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void C6x_WrIntBlk (HANDLE hDsp, DWORD count, int *ptr);
Write a block of integer values to the DSP „hDsp“. „ptr“ is a pointer to the data block 
to been written. „count“ specifies the number of data to be written. The data are 
written to the memory location pointed to by „C6x_SetMemPointer“. 
(Integer is defined as 32 bit signed integer or DWORD)

void C6x_RdIntBlk (HANDLE hDsp, DWORD count, int *ptr);
Read a block of integer values from the DSP „hDsp“. „ptr“ is a pointer to the data 
block were the data has to placed in. „count“ specifies the number of data to be read.
(Integer is defined as 32 bit signed integer or DWORD)

 void C6x_WrFloat (HANDLE hDsp, float f, BOOL inc);
Write a single float data „f“ to the DSP „hDsp“. The data is written to the memory 
location pointed to by „C6x_SetMemPointer“. After writting the memory pointer is 
incremented if „inc“ is TRUE. This allows continous writting of data.
(float is defined as 32 bit IEEE float)

 float C6x_RdFloat (HANDLE hDsp, BOOL inc);
Read a single float data from the DSP „hDsp“. The data is read from the memory 
location pointed to by „C6x_SetMemPointer“. After reading the memory pointer is
incremented if „inc“ is TRUE. This allows continous reading of data.
(float is defined as 32 bit IEEE float)

void C6x_WrFloatBlk (HANDLE hDsp, DWORD count, float *ptr);
Write a block of float values to the DSP „hDsp“. „ptr“ is a pointer to the data block to 
been written. „count“ specifies the number of data to be written. The data are written 
to the memory location pointed to by „C6x_SetMemPointer“. 
 (float is defined as 32 bit IEEE float)

 void C6x_RdFloatBlk (HANDLE hDsp, DWORD count, float *ptr);
Read a block of float values from the DSP „hDsp“. „ptr“ is a pointer to the data block 
were the data has to placed in. „count“ specifies the number of data to be read.
 (float is defined as 32 bit IEEE float)

//------ Utilities -------------------------------------------------------------
void C6x_SetHPIC (HANDLE hDsp, WORD d);
WORD C6x_GetHPIC (HANDLE hDsp);

DWORD C6x_EmifControl ( DWORD WrSetup, DWORD WrStrobe, 
DWORD WrHold, DWORD RdSetup, 
DWORD RdStrobe, DWORD RdHold);

void C6x_InitExternalMem (HANDLE hDsp, DWORD initCS1, 
DWORD initCS2, DWORD initCS3);

 BOOL C6x_MemoryTest (HANDLE hDsp);
 BOOL C6x_StartModuleSetup(HANDLE hDsp);
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void C6x_WrIntBlk (HANDLE hDsp, DWORD count, int *ptr);
Write a block of integer values to the DSP „hDsp“. „ptr“ is a pointer to the data block 
to been written. „count“ specifies the number of data to be written. The data are 
written to the memory location pointed to by „C6x_SetMemPointer“. 
(Integer is defined as 32 bit signed integer or DWORD)

void C6x_RdIntBlk (HANDLE hDsp, DWORD count, int *ptr);
Read a block of integer values from the DSP „hDsp“. „ptr“ is a pointer to the data 
block were the data has to placed in. „count“ specifies the number of data to be read.
(Integer is defined as 32 bit signed integer or DWORD)

 void C6x_WrFloat (HANDLE hDsp, float f, BOOL inc);
Write a single float data „f“ to the DSP „hDsp“. The data is written to the memory 
location pointed to by „C6x_SetMemPointer“. After writting the memory pointer is 
incremented if „inc“ is TRUE. This allows continous writting of data.
(float is defined as 32 bit IEEE float)

 float C6x_RdFloat (HANDLE hDsp, BOOL inc);
Read a single float data from the DSP „hDsp“. The data is read from the memory 
location pointed to by „C6x_SetMemPointer“. After reading the memory pointer is
incremented if „inc“ is TRUE. This allows continous reading of data.
(float is defined as 32 bit IEEE float)

void C6x_WrFloatBlk (HANDLE hDsp, DWORD count, float *ptr);
Write a block of float values to the DSP „hDsp“. „ptr“ is a pointer to the data block to 
been written. „count“ specifies the number of data to be written. The data are written 
to the memory location pointed to by „C6x_SetMemPointer“. 
 (float is defined as 32 bit IEEE float)

 void C6x_RdFloatBlk (HANDLE hDsp, DWORD count, float *ptr);
Read a block of float values from the DSP „hDsp“. „ptr“ is a pointer to the data block 
were the data has to placed in. „count“ specifies the number of data to be read.
 (float is defined as 32 bit IEEE float)

//------ Utilities -------------------------------------------------------------
void C6x_SetHPIC (HANDLE hDsp, WORD d);
WORD C6x_GetHPIC (HANDLE hDsp);

DWORD C6x_EmifControl ( DWORD WrSetup, DWORD WrStrobe, 
DWORD WrHold, DWORD RdSetup, 
DWORD RdStrobe, DWORD RdHold);

void C6x_InitExternalMem (HANDLE hDsp, DWORD initCS1, 
DWORD initCS2, DWORD initCS3);

 BOOL C6x_MemoryTest (HANDLE hDsp);
 BOOL C6x_StartModuleSetup(HANDLE hDsp);
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Compact PCI UniDAq with installed DSP and analog module

PCI UniDAq Board: 
below the modules are 32 MByte RAM, the PCI controller and the FPGA
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Current consumption: (UniDAQ Baseboard with D.Module c6701)

+ 5 Volt 0,5 Ampere
+ 3,3 Volt 1,2 Ampere
+ 12 Volt
- 12 Volt

With the option of the onboard 3.3Volt regulator the whole board can be powerd by only 
applying +5 Volt. In this case the current consumption is max. +5 Volt: 1,5 Ampere.
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ااا:

اأاوآوتاأولاباىی

داوافاو.

باىیا ا ضیا واتا   درات

ب صا وایت داو ا   وآ ات ا , وت دراأیویول

 ا اارزت وه ا  ا اارزت  "DES, Twofish, 

Rijndeal".

  ا اب ایى وق ا ات دراتارزب اص ال

"DES, Twofish, Rijndeal "اض  و اتااط یو

دییبیالاةیجیمیياالاوقحاقبو

الانآبابیبی.

اىیااحاباب"الاتابب"صا

اااتخبا وآمها اخاآيواتاببابوع

ااتاایویالاأبوعةاابایو

اهااااای.

   ا اب یى أو اال وق ا ت ا اك

ارزاتا"DES, Twofish, Rijndeal"أالاوقحااوآو

وق اح وا اتا  ا ا  أی ویول ا ك

 اعأ اكایاام كاوآاخر أو اال

اذجاویتوصتوروصتبتاباام.

دسا اب ایى ا خوآ راا ه  ا اط أه

اعضبابوآااجباهوزی.



حاامظا٥٠ىخاتابةو

وبوااىخاتاأحاانیاوبةآت

تالدخىأخمأحااب٦٤ذو١٢٨بوب٢٥٦أنب

نآا٣٢اب.

رتآاب ذوبUniDAqاباماوجوlab-

view تورصتو صتوتبت ات، اعأ ب و 

اخبنآالاوقحااااوبیواةر

  ب و واة صرة بام   ر ا اخر اام ی  

بوقاحورببدیااارزتاذآهوأیبه

أأحاانىوآخااعااآم.

اوبذآااخةوهااوذجب

الخبامواذجبوحا

آصخبوبمامویآآصیأنوذاآ

رجباویمبصصبموی اآفاىآاا

آافاآوآآاآ.

راافا:

اهافالاتاببابكوه

ا.

ودراآتااصبوینارابأتبراأریتاا

اكیجحیبراایاههوآبا

لخاهبویااتآبباالابدیالابمی

یحااكءةآرخب ذوبالاتابباما

.وتتبتوتصات



ااكادإ
الاتا



اا

اا ات واام ات وت  ات أ  ا ام ا

وا وإجتابصكهأن 

ااه ات،آنااآها

اأتامالاتاببجاما

هبءكابالات،وآنهاهافاو

.بابتالایمباتاتای

تالاداوادافواادراب

بر  ذ وب ا ات وه  أ  وا ا ا خارزت ا

DES, Twofish , Rijndaelوآ اطو  وجاا

اولجلخبالبمالاوقصتاالایهتارزا

ی  بدی اال وق ح   وب ات و اخاق  

ااقاخیوباحدییبوالابمی

 یب أی ال دة  ا  ی ا وها ام اارزم جیة رب

ها  اوق وااام و ا . بام ا ب  ذ ب

 یا ذات ا ال وقXCV800بابت ا ت اآة  و

وحا وا هذآاتارزا باال ر،انآ

محااأنظ١٢٠اىخاتابه

  ب أDES و٣٤م ه Rijndael ٧١  أی ا وآن ه 



رتآابذوبUniDAqاباماوجو

lab-view وتبت،تااعأبورصتوصت

ةرابنآالاوقحا ااا وبتو

ةوارةصامبرارااماوا

تارزاادببهوبوأهذآاوقب

اآ  م أأحا ا وآن ب روحا

.ااعاى

ذجب واا  وه اة اآذ وب

ذ ب و  اح ا ب  ا م   وا  ج

آآصأنوذاآآصبوال

ص  ب وم اا   آ اى اآف   ب ام وم

رجباومبصآافاآوآآاآ.



نبذةعنالرسالة

ااامواتاتو تا أا ام

 ا اا ات أن بص هك إ ج  ات  

اااوو،تا

الاتاببجاماهاهآاانآ

  ات  أم ا  اف ه ها وآن ات، ال

باباكءبوهتابمالاتاب

اات.

و  براارزتااجدة ا اب ا هآ

ارزثءتبوهDES, Twofish, Rijndaelاأسأراءوج

ااوآاتارزرارزتأناDES

 ب با اح  امTwofish & Rijndael م ا  

وبرااوجأافاارزتااو.واص

باالاوقصلتاءأآ.وقصأنالوا

رواةآاهارزمءاىااةههآ

مادالاوقجحءتبا.ااهو

الاتاببلرىواتارزااتا.

ا ذات ا ال بابت  بام ا ب  ذ ب

XCV800ا اارزت  اال وق ا ت اآة  و

اأنظاانآبروحاواهذآ

مح١٢٠ابأىاتابهDESم

٣٤وهRijndael ٧١مظاأانوآه

حا٥٠اةآتىاتابةو

 ذ وب وا ا  اى ات  أ اح ا ن وبا

تالدىأمأحاا٦٤بو١٢٨بوب٢٥٦أنب

نآا٣٢اب.
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